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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1  
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (802) On Again, Off Again 
Barney, Baby Bop and the kids learn all about "on" and "off" by playing games together. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4050) Zoe's Tutu Gets Stuck in a Tree 
Zoe tutu gets blown away and ends up stuck in a tree. Telly and Zoe work hard, trying many different strategies in order to get it 
down. Telly keeps helping Zoe as they try to climb, jump, and boost each other up, and reach the tutu with a stick. Super Grover 
tries to help and, of course, ends up stuck in the tree with the tutu. Alan comes by and Zoe and Telly explain their problem. Alan 
suggests getting a ladder from Hooper's store. Just then, Big Bird comes by and Telly has an idea, a big, tall idea! Big Bird is very 
tall so he should be able to reach the tutu. Big Bird stands on his tippy toes and is able to reach the tutu. The problem is solved! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (114) Cool It 
Determined to destroy Motherboard in any way possible, Hacker cleverly clogs up her cooling system. Digit brings the kids into 
cyberspace to help fix her, but the special coolant Motherboard needs, cryoxide, is found only in Castleblanca - and the supply is 
closely monitored! To bring back exactly enough cryoxide for Motherboard, the kids have to figure out the exact volume of 
Motherboard's tank. In the process, they discover the importance of a standard unit of measure - and fill a most unusual container 
with the precious cryoxide. The Big Idea: Just because one container appears bigger to the eye doesn't mean it holds more liquid 
than another. A container's volume depends on all its dimensions. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (204) Arthur Makes A Movie/Go to Your Room! 
Too young to see a real "James Hound" movie, the kids decide they'll make a film of their own. With Muffy directing and Arthur 
playing the dashing, urbane hero, how bad could it be? In part two, D.W. feels misunderstood when she's sent to her room for 10 
whole minutes! 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (109) Something Special/Shun Gets in the Game 
Something Special - As he tries to help set up for a big Cinco de Mayo party, Clifford begins to doubt that he has any special skills 
to offer. Will his friends be able to cheer him up and convince him that he does have "something special?" Shun gets in the Game - 
It's the first beautiful day of spring AND theofficial opening day of the Courtyard Volleyball season, so why does Shun keep 
making up excuses for why he can't play? 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (313) Feliz Cumpleanos, Enrique/On Thin Ice 
Feliz Cumpleanos, Enrique - It's Enrique's birthday! Max, Emmy, and their dragon friends throw him a surprise party with 
streamers, Dragonblowers, and traditional American games. Enrique is thrilled that his new friends have planned such a special 
party for him, but he can't help but feel sad, missing his friends and the traditions that are part of birthday celebrations in 
Colombia. The gang tries to cheer him up, but his sadness keeps brimming to the surface. After a talk with Quetzal, Enrique learns 
that sometimes you need to have a good cry to let the sadness out. Enrique takes Quetzal's advice and then rejoins the party ready 
to celebrate. The friends march around in a Dragonland Conga as they play with their homemade maracas and chant "Feliz 
Cumpleanos!" On Thin Ice - It's Willie the Snow Seal's birthday, and there's going to be a big party with singing and a lot of yummy 
cake. It's a good thing that Emmy and Max brought their skates, because Willy lives in a huge icy cave next to a frozen pond. Zak 
and Wheezie are excited about the party, too, except for one thing-they don't know how to ice skate! Their friends are happy to 
help them learn. Although Wheezie is eager to get started, Zak isn't so sure. On their first attempt, they immediately fall on the 
ice. Emmy explains that they need to lace their skates tighter so their feet aren't so wobbly. Much better! But after a few steps, 
down they go! The gang advises them to hold onto the branches at first and then try holding their arms out to the side to help keep 
their balance. Emmy shows them the best way to fall - a very important safety tip. As they practice, they improve, and are finally 
confident enough (even Zak!) to skate into Willie's cave for the surprise celebration. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (139) Step By Step (Hartford, Connecticut) 
Francine and Sue Ellen need to learn the 1-2-3s of Puerto Rican dance. So Buster explores the Puerto Rican community in Hartford 
where he meets 10 year-old Katerina. She shows Buster the traditional bomba and plena dances, and the modern salsa. She also 
shares her hearing impairment with Buster, proving that nothing can stop her from doing what she loves most 
 



10:30 AM CAILLOU (128) Springtime! 
Caillou is excited that spring is coming, but is disappointed when he finds out there will be no more snow. Caillou and Sarah find a 
way to save a patch of snow they find under the porch, but soon learn they can't keep it forever. Also, Caillou's excited because 
it's raining, and he's looking forward to puddle splashing when he goes out with his mommy. It seems like forever before they can 
leave because there' s always something else he has to do. By the time they're ready to go the rain has stopped, but there are still 
plenty of puddles for Caillou to jump in! Rexy discovers what he thinks are tiny " snowpeople" in the yard. Teddy tells him they 
aren't tiny people, but the first flowers of spring. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (107) Mama's New Job/Mighty Milton 
Mama's New Job - When Mama decides to open her own quilt shop, Papa and the cubs are convinced they won't be able to cope 
around the house without her. However it's only when they stop thinking about themselves and start thinking about supporting 
Mama and her new endeavour do Papa and the cubs band together to share the load and make it work. Mighty Milton - When a new 
cub at school is teased by Too-Tall and thegang for his lack of sporting ability, Brother takes it upon himself to help his new friend 
renew his self- esteem by finding value in the things he can do well. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1733) Little and Big 
yats of different sizes, big ones for people and little ones for puppets. Wearing Mr. McFeely's Delivery hat, Maggie Stewart visits 
Mister Rogers and makes a snack using grape jelly. Mister Rogers shows a video of how people make that kind of jelly in factory. In 
the Neighborhood of Make Believe, Bob Dog gets lifted up by Lady Elaine's "Yo yo" helicopter but can't get down. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (306) Animal Cafe 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (710)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (138) Treasure Island (San Juan, Puerto Rico) 
Los Viajeros are stuck in a recording studio in San Juan, and Carlos has writer's block. So he enlists Buster and Bo's help to 
uncover some of his childhood memories and stimulate his songwriting. While in Puerto Rico, Buster discovers the beauty of Old San 
Juan, secret beaches, and the rainforest. He also puts to use the Spanish that he'slearned on his travels. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (116) Arthur and the Crunch Cereal Contest/D.W. Flips 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "Arthur and the Crunch Cereal Contest," Arthur has trouble creating a jingle to enter in the 
contest, so he borrows one from his sister. In "D.W. Flips," D.W. joins a gymnastics class, but places herself in danger when she 
tries to show off for the rest of the kids. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (118) Career Day 
It's Career Day in Maya and Miguel's class, and each kid gets to spend a whole day with a classmate's parent or grandparent as a 
"mentor." While Miguel lucks into spending the day with an astronaut, Maya ends up with Mort, an insurance salesman who has lost 
his belief in himself. Maya takes it upon herself to find Mort a new career, but ultimately discovers that what he really needs is 
simply some help restoring his confidence. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (311) Shari Spotter and the Cosmic Crumpets 
Digit and the kids must help Shari Spotter (of Frogsnorts School for Sorcerers) make the magical Cosmic Crumpets before Hacker 
crashes the Sorcerer's Ball and becomes the most powerful magician in Cyberspace! 



THURSDAY, JUNE 2  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (803) Sharing Is Caring! 
The children bring toys to donate to Mr. Boyd's toy drive. Baby Bop and BJ arrive and after some convincing, Baby Bop learns about 
the merits of sharing. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4089) American Fruit Stand 
Alan is busy receiving a big delivery at Hooper's Store so Miles helps him out by watching the fruit stand. Elmo and Zoe walk by 
talking about cookies   and ice cream. All of sudden, Sesame Street is transformed into a 50's musical show "American Fruit 
Stand." Miles sings "I Love Fruit" (to the tune of "I Feel Good"), a song about how good fruit tastes and how good it is for the 
body. Elmo and Zoe get so excited about fruit that they now want an apple and an orange! Gina comes to the fruit stand and asks 
Miles for some peaches and pears. Sesame Street is transformed once again and Miles sings, "Peaches and Pears" (to the tune of 
"Twist and Shout"). Maria needs some broccoli. It happens to be her lucky day because broccoli is a special guest star on "American 
Fruit Stand" and Miles sings "Broccoli is Good" (to the tune of "Johnny B. Goode"). All of the fansand groupies become so excited 
about fruits and vegetables. Alan'sbusiness has never been so good. Guest: Alison Krauss and Union Station (Bluegrass/Roots 
Music) She haswon the most Grammy awards for a female artist in the history of the awards. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (311) Shari Spotter and the Cosmic Crumpets 
Digit and the kids must help Shari Spotter (of Frogsnorts School for Sorcerers) make the magical Cosmic Crumpets before Hacker 
crashes the Sorcerer's Ball and becomes the most powerful magician in Cyberspace! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (205) Arthur's Underwear/Francine Frensky, Olympic Rider 
Arthur thinks its hilarious when Binky's pants split during class -- until he starts having nightmares about it happening to him. In 
the second story, Francine wants to be an Olympic equestrian, but it turns out her prissy sister Catherine is a much better rider! 
Can Francine stand the humiliation of being second-best? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (113) Dog Who Cried Woof/Doing The Right Thing 
The Dog Who Cried Woof - After overhearing Samuel tell the kids a scary story about Whiffy the Skunk Ghost, Clifford and T-
Bone get a bit spooked. Cleo takes the opportunity to play a series of naughty tricks on them, but then finds them not believing her 
when she really needs them! She learns that it isn't nice to play tricks on people. ~~Doing the Right Thing - When T-Bone 
inadvertently "steals" a squeak toy, he experiences a guilt-induced dream where his conscience tries to show him the right thing to 
do. T-Bone listens and learns that it's always best to do the right thing. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (314) Teasing Is Not Pleasing/Down The Drain 
Teasing is Not Pleasing - The big Dragonbasketball game is about to start, and Emmy is raring to go! The opposing team is from the 
School on the Lake, and Ord is worried because they're very good. Quetzal reminds the gang that the most important thing is to 
have fun. Go team, go! Buster and Mookie, players on the other team, pass the ball back and forth and score. Emmy takes a shot but 
misses and the ball bounces out of bounds. She's disappointed but still upbeat-until Buster and Mookie tease her about the miss. 
Although she tells them that what they said hurt her feelings, they continue to tease her throughout the entire game. With 
Quetzal's advice, Emmy decides to show those guys that their teasing doesn't bother her   anymore. After all, she knows that what 
they say about her isn't true! Emmy scores the winning point, leaving the name-callers speechless - and wondering why she isn't 
teasing them now. Emmy leaves the game feeling fine. Down the Drain - Max, Emmy, and Enrique are excited to join their dragon 
friends and Captain Scalawag on a sky-sailing adventure. When Captain Scalawag pulls up the anchor, he also pulls up the plug that 
holds the water in Dragoon Lagoon! As the water drains out, the little creatures who live there panic. With quick thinking, the 
captain unveils his onboard aquarium where the silligaunas and hissyfish can temporarily live as the gang thinks of ways to refill the 
lagoon. When their methods to transfer water from Rainbow River to the lagoon prove too slow, the friends seek the help of the 
master-diggers, the dragonbeavers. Once water is returned to the lagoon, everyone cheers as the silliguanas and hissyfish return 
safely home. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (138) Treasure Island (San Juan, Puerto Rico) 
Los Viajeros are stuck in a recording studio in San Juan, and Carlos has writer's block. So he enlists Buster and Bo's help to 
uncover some of his childhood memories and stimulate his songwriting. While in Puerto Rico, Buster discovers the beauty of Old San 
Juan, secret beaches, and the rainforest. He also puts to use the Spanish that he'slearned on his travels. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (125) All Kinds of Weather 
Rain, sleet, sun, and snow: Caillou is amazed by all the ways that weather changes. He's nearly in a state during a thunderstorm until 
Dad explains what thunder is (and how to tell it's going away. And when a winter storm hits, Mom and Dad make a scary blackout 



into a fun indoor camping trip, complete with sleeping bags and marshmallows! For their part, Teddy and Rexy can't figure out why 
the sky goes to so much trouble to change, but Gilbert tells them that rain and snow help things grow. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (108) Go to School/Week at Grandma's 
Go to School - Too-Tall and the gang amuse themselves at Sister's expense by warning her how hard third grade will be and how 
strict Teacher Jane is. Brother tries unsuccessfully to convince Sis not to worry. Mama reminisces about Sister starting 
kindergarten and reflects on how her daughter's feelings back then were exactly the same. Sure enough, when Sister starts grade 
three she enjoys the new experience just like she did when she started kindergarten. Week at Grandma's - When Mama and Papa 
go off on a second honeymoon, Brother and Sister are certain they're in for the most boring time of their lives spending an entire 
week with their grandparents. However the cubs' preconception that old people are boring does a complete turnaround as they end 
up having an even better time than their parents - thanks to their anything but boring grandparents. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1734) Little and Big 
Mr. McFeely brings a video of his visit with inventor Chuck Hoberman who has made a plastic sphere which is a plaything that starts 
out little and opens up into a big circle. In the Neighborhood of Make Believe story, the neighbors find a way to make the "Yo yo" 
helicopter come down so that Lady Elaine Fairchilde and Bob Dog can land safely. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (208) Bobby The Hopping Robot 
Why is Bobby the Hopping Robot not hopping? Featured text: instructions. Key word: hop. Target vowel: short o. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (711)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (137) Coming Together (Seattle, Wa) 
During their visit to Seattle, Los Viajeros are performing to benefit a local senior home. Buster's new friend DeShe shows him how 
he helps others through his family's gospel ensemble. It gets Buster thinking: what has he been doing to help others? 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (117) Meek for a Week/Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "Meek For A Week," Muffy bets that Francine can't be nice for an entire week. Arthur finds 
himself with an unearned reputation due to a rumor, in "Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (119) I've Got to Be Mi-Guel 
Tito really admires his big cousin Miguel. So much so, in fact, that he begins to feel bad about himself - after all, Miguel does 
everything so well, it's sometimes hard to measure up. But at Maya's inadvertent suggestion, Tito realizes there is one way to be 
just as cool as Miguel: to imitate everything Miguel says, does, and wears, from his sneakers to his haircut. Miguel is flattered by 
this new "mini-Miguel," but Maya gradually finds the whole thing annoying, and even more so because the flattery is clearly going to 
Miguel's head. It's only when Tito - in helping Maya and Miguel in an emergency - discovers some of his own talents that he goes 
back to being just plain Tito. Everyone is thrilled to have him back. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (112) Of All The Luck 
Convinced that his failure to defeat Motherboard is simply a result of bad luck, Hacker collects the Ten Lucky Charms of 
Cyberspace. The caper works. Hacker's luck changes, and good things begin happening to him. When Motherboard realizes what 
Hacker has done - she sends the kids and Digit to Hacker's hideout in the Northern Frontier to help the Lucky Charms escape. The 
kids use logic, Venn Diagrams and the understanding of the words "and", "or" and "not" to free the Charms. The Big Idea: When you 
have to choose from a confusing mix of possibilities, you can use logic - a set of tools for thinking clearly - to sort out your choices 
so you can get exactly what you want. 



FRIDAY, JUNE 3  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (804) Here Kitty, Kitty 
When Miss Jo loses her cat, Barney and the children spend the day helping her find it. Along the way, they learn all about cats. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4051) A Baby Duck Thinks Telly Is His Mommy 
Telly finds an egg on Sesame Street. As he is looking at it, it hatches! The baby duck looks up at Telly and thinks he is the Mommy! 
The baby duck calls Telly "Mommy" repeatedly and does not want Telly to leave his side. Finally, Telly takes the duckling to Gina 
who begins to care for it. When Telly leaves Gina's office, the duckling is obviously very sad and all of sudden Telly realizes that he 
must take on the responsibility and care for the baby duck. Telly is very smart about it and finds out what he should do. He takes 
the duckling's perspective and decides the duckling really needs to learn how to be a duck. Telly dresses like a duck and waddles 
about. Eventually the real Mommy duck appears looking for her egg. Telly explains what happened and Mommy duck thanks him for 
taking such great care of her baby. Telly is sad about this loss, but he realizes that this is the best thing for the duckling. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (112) Of All The Luck 
Convinced that his failure to defeat Motherboard is simply a result of bad luck, Hacker collects the Ten Lucky Charms of 
Cyberspace. The caper works. Hacker's luck changes, and good things begin happening to him. When Motherboard realizes what 
Hacker has done - she sends the kids and Digit to Hacker's hideout in the Northern Frontier to help the Lucky Charms escape. The 
kids use logic, Venn Diagrams and the understanding of the words "and", "or" and "not" to free the Charms. The Big Idea: When you 
have to choose from a confusing mix of possibilities, you can use logic - a set of tools for thinking clearly - to sort out your choices 
so you can get exactly what you want. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (810) Big Horns George/Bleep 
Big Horns George - Koko Taylor and Taj Mahal guest-star in this episode celebrating "The Year of The Blues." George is inspired to 
write and perform his own blues song when he's introduced to the music of Koko Taylor. But stage fright and self-doubt overwhelm 
him .. . until Koko and Taj encourage George to keep singing those blues! Bleep - D.W. overhears a mysterious word and immediately 
embarks on a quest to discover its meaning. This word must be very powerful -- after all, a boy said it and his mom nearly fainted! 
Can D.W. risk the consequences of blurting out <"BLEEP!"> to her parents? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (114) Leaf of Absence/Nobody's Perfect 
Leaf of Absence - T-Bone asks Clifford to keep an eye on a pile of leaves he has collected, but Clifford simply can't resist jumping 
into them. When the wind picks up, Clifford realizes he hasn't taken his responsibility seriously enough. Clifford spends the 
afternoon re-collecting the pile, and T-Bone is truly grateful when he returns to see his leaves are okay. Clifford learns the 
importance of keeping a promise. Nobody's Perfect - It's Silly Sports Day at school and everyone is looking forward to seeing 
Charley master yet another athletic feat. But Charley is having a messy time trying to learn how to "Jiggly Juggle"! Charley wants 
to throw in the towel, but he learns that you don't have to be the very best at something to enjoy doing it! 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (315) All That Glitters/Dragonberry Drought 
All That Glitters - Quetzal reads a story about "El Dorado," the city of gold, and shows the gang a shiny golden dragon scale that 
the city's Gilded Dragon gave him. Max asks Quetzal if they can bring the scale into the sunlight to see it really shine. He puts the 
scale in his pocket and promises that he will be careful with it. They decide to fly to the sunniest part of Dragon Land. When they 
arrive, Max discovers the scale is gone - and that his pocket has a huge hole in it! The group tries to find or replace it, but 
ultimately decides that Max needs to tell Quetzal the truth. Quetzal is understanding and shows the class back into the room 
where a surprise guest is waiting.the Gilded Dragon! After hearing their story, the Gilded Dragon generously gives Max a new scale 
which he hands carefully to Quetzal. Dragonberry Drought - The gang, especially Ord, is all ready for the best day of the year to 
pick dragonberries. Emmy has a basket, Max has a pail and the dragons have their pouches.nothing can stop them, except maybe the 
fact that all of the dragonberries are missing! The bushes have all been picked clean! They try to think of many different ways to 
find them, including following a flock of Do-re-mi Birds (notorious dragonberry eaters). Once they realize that dragonberry bushes 
are both round and red, their search eventually leads them to one fruitful bush, where they discover a trail of footprints. They 
follow it and learn that Mungus the giant inadvertently picked all the berries to make his mother a very special treat-a dragonberry 
pie! He apologies and promises them a slice when it is done baking-yummy! The slice turns out to be more than twice their size (even 
Ord) and twice as delicious as anything they've ever eaten in Dragon Land. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (137) Coming Together (Seattle, Wa) 
During their visit to Seattle, Los Viajeros are performing to benefit a local senior home. Buster's new friend DeShe shows him how 
he helps others through his family's gospel ensemble. It gets Buster thinking: what has he been doing to help others? 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (126) Caillou Discovers 



Caillou discovers new things today and is so excited when Daddy brings home a computer. He learns to share the computer with his 
entire family -- even Gilbert! Caillou and Leo are playing dinosaurs in the backyard and discover a fish fossil rock. They visit the 
library to learn more about dinosaurs and fossils. Meanwhile, Teddy helps Gilbert move a rock closer to a flower to make them both 
look prettier. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (109) Trouble with Pets/The Sitter 
TROUBLE WITH PETS: Brother and Sister adopt one of Farmer Ben's new puppies and soon discover that having a pet is a big 
responsibility. When the two pet owners leave to play with friends, the puppy stays behind and destroys the living room. As a 
result, the puppy is banished to the backyard. Brother and Sister apologize for neglecting their duties and Mama and Papa decide 
to give the cubs and the puppy a second chance. THE SITTER: Brother and Sister do some damage in Ms. Grizzle's flowerbed while 
retrieving their baseball. Instead of stepping forward to apologize, the cubs get nervous and run home. As fate would have it, Mama 
arranges for Ms. Grizzle to baby sit the cubs that very night. Brother and Sister anticipate a very stern talking to, but are 
surprised by Ms. Grizzle's kindhearted manner. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1735) Little and Big 
Two world famous "neighbors": cellist Yo-Yo Ma and architect sculptor Maya Lin who designed the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, 
D.C. Maya Lin tells Mister Rogers how she likes to start by making a small model when she is working on a big sculpture, like the 
clock she designed for Penn Station. In the puppet kingdom of Make Believe, King Friday talks with Yo Yo Ma and listens to his 
music, discovering that what's really important is that everybody has different talents. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (712)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (136) Alien Adventure (Roswell, New Mexico) 
Buster's obsession with space aliens reaches new heights in Roswell, where UFO fans from all over the country come to the annual 
Alien Days Festival. During a car ride with his incredulous dad, Buster swears he's seen an alien crash landing. With the help of 
local kids, Buster sets out to find the truth. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (118) Arthur's Chicken Pox/Sick As A Dog 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "Arthur's Chicken Pox," D.W. isn't sure whether Arthur is lucky or not to be sick. When Pal gets 
"Sick As A Dog," Arthur suspects D.W. as culprit. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (120) Soccer Mom 
When Maya and Miguel's soccer coach leaves to become a professional player, the gang is left without a coach. A frantic search for 
a new coach is unsuccessful. Finally, Maya notices that her mom is a fairly adept player. perhaps she should be the new coach! Rosa 
is talked into the idea. Rosa turns out to be an excellent coach, and all the kids love her. except Maya and Miguel don't like the two 
parts of their lives crossing over like this. Rosa keeps telling stories about them and calling them cute names that are 
embarrassing! They ask Rosa to step down as coach, which she agrees to do. But when they realize that they don't play as well 
without her, Maya and Miguel beg her to come back and help them before a big game. Rosa declines. During the game, Maya and 
Miguel's team is losing badly. so the new coach turns to Rosa for a little inspiration. Rosa gives the team a pep talk and some 
coaching from the sidelines. and the gang wins! In the end, Maya and Miguel learn to be proud of their mom. and to occasionally let 
her embarrass them. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (302) The Borg of the Ring 
The long lost Totally Rad Ring of Radopolis has been found...and is soon swiped by Hacker. This powerful crown will grant the wearer 
his heart's desire, and Hacker is a cyborg who wants it all. From a new head of gorgeous hair to total cyberdomination, Hacker 
enjoys wreaking havoc with his new Ring. While racing to reclaim the Ring, the CyberSquad meets a mysterious teenborg named 
Slider. He seems nice, but whose side is he really on? The kids must all work together to get the Ring back from Hacker and put it 
inside the Circle of Supreme Safety before Hacker destroys Motherboard once and for all. But the Ring must be placed in the 
exact center of the circle -- only then will it be safe from those who wish to use its power to harm others. 



MONDAY, JUNE 6  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (805) Once Upon A Fairy Tale 
is trying to write his very own fairy tale. The children help by acting out some of their favorite fairy tales to give Mario some 
ideas. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4090) Cookie Moon 
Cookie Monster thinks the moon is a giant cookie and sets off on a mission to figure out how he could get to the moon so that he 
could eat it. While Gordon tries to tell him that the moon is not a cookie, he decides to just let CM find out and learn this on his 
own. Since Slimey has been to the moon before and Gabi is saying a nursery rhyme about the cow who jumped over the moon, CM 
asks them if the moon is a cookie. They don't know since they've never tasted the moon before. CM is still left wondering how he 
could get to the moon and find out if it is a cookie. Finally, Gordon enters with former astronaut, Buzz Aldrin, who explains to CM 
that the moon is made out of rock and while it is not a cookie, it is still a beautiful and exciting place that we could always look up at 
from the Earth. In the end, CM realizes that the moon is not a cookie and that he wouldn't even want to eat the moon since then, it 
wouldn't be there to shine down on the Earth anymore. Guest: Astronaut - Buzz Aldrin and ESPN's - Chris Berman 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (302) The Borg of the Ring 
The long lost Totally Rad Ring of Radopolis has been found...and is soon swiped by Hacker. This powerful crown will grant the wearer 
his heart's desire, and Hacker is a cyborg who wants it all. From a new head of gorgeous hair to total cyberdomination, Hacker 
enjoys wreaking havoc with his new Ring. While racing to reclaim the Ring, the CyberSquad meets a mysterious teenborg named 
Slider. He seems nice, but whose side is he really on? The kids must all work together to get the Ring back from Hacker and put it 
inside the Circle of Supreme Safety before Hacker destroys Motherboard once and for all. But the Ring must be placed in the 
exact center of the circle -- only then will it be safe from those who wish to use its power to harm others. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (410) My Music Rules/That's A Baby Show! 
It's the duel of the century as cellist Yo-Yo Ma faces jazz saxophonist Joshua Redman in the toughest gig of their careers...in the 
Elwood City library?! Whose music will rule after the greats duke it out in the battle of classical versus jazz? In the second story, 
will Arthur be exposed as a a baby show lover? What he gest hooked on "Love Ducks" he tries to hide it from his friends--not an 
easy feat since it's on at the same time as the new Bionic Bunny spin-off everyone's talking about! 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (115) Teacher's Pet/Islander of the Year 
Teacher's Pet - The dogs go to school for the first time and T-Bone worries that he won't be able to keep up with the rest of the 
class. He works hard and pays close attention to the teacher's directions, and in the end his efforts are rewarded-as are the 
efforts of every member of the class as each is praised for his/her unique qualities. Islander of the Year - The library sponsors an 
essay contest for Islander of the Year, and the children all submit their ideas. But somehow, all their tales include Clifford -- who 
is ultimately chosen as the winner! Sometimes a winner is the one you'd least expect. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (316) Crown for Princess Kidoodle/Play It and Say It 
A Crown for Princess Kidoodle - It's coronation day in Dragon Land andthe gang meticulously prepares for the parade following the 
crowning of their friend, Princess Kidoodle. It's unbelievably windy, however, and just as they start for the day's festivities, Sir 
Doodle blows helplessly past with the essential prop for the great event-the crown! No matter how hard he tries, he just can't fly 
in this blustery weather. He'll never make it in time! It's up to the gang to get the crown to the princess. Along the way, Zak, 
Wheezie, Ord and Cassie all face personal challenges that they must overcome in order to reach their goal. Zak & Wheezie 
compromise on an alternate route around the Purple Goo Bog, Ord successfully faces his fear of thunder, and Cassie speaks up-
announcing to all how to get through the giant gates in order to join the coronation parade. The gang arrives with the crown just in 
time, much to the appreciation of Princess Kidoodle! Play It and Say It - Ord is having trouble learning numbers in Spanish. The 
gang decides to help him learn by making it fun! They're about to play a Spanish version of hopscotch called Rayuela, when Norm 
the Number Gnome steals the numbers right off the ground. They search for the numbers playing a game of "hot and cold," or 
"Caliente y Frio," as Enrique calls it in Spanish, following Norm's clues. Ord' s friends share different tricks to remember the 
Spanish numbers such as rhyming, songs, imagining pictures, and repetition as they search for each number. In spite of himself, 
Ord starts to learn the numbers. Once they have retrieved all 8 missing numbers, Ord realizes that he can now count from uno to 
ocho all by himself! His dragon badge glows proudly as he plays a triumphant game of Rayuela. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (136) Alien Adventure (Roswell, New Mexico) 
Buster's obsession with space aliens reaches new heights in Roswell, where UFO fans from all over the country come to the annual 
Alien Days Festival. During a car ride with his incredulous dad, Buster swears he's seen an alien crash landing. With the help of 
local kids, Buster sets out to find the truth. 
 



10:30 AM CAILLOU (127) Friends 
Caillou's grandma is surprised when Caillou tells her he doesn't have any friends. She reminds him about Clementine, Leo, his cat 
Gilbert, and tells him that even his sister Rosie is his friend. Caillou soon realizes he has a lot of friends -- including Grandma! Rexy 
follows Gilbert around today trying to do everything he does in an effort to be his friend, and realizes being just like Gilbert isn't 
easy. Also, Caillou makes a brand-new friend. His name is Andre and he's big -- and also a bit clumsy. Caillou is upset with Andre 
when he breaks Caillou's favorite chair, but it's soon forgotten when they go outside and play soccer. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (110) Trick Or Treat/Lend A Helping Hand 
TRICK OR TREAT: Brother and Sister plan to avoid Widder Jones' house when they go trick or treating because neighbourhood 
lore has it that she's a witch. Mama knows Widder Jones personally and tells the cubs what a sweet person she is. When the 
evening is over the cubs agree with Mama. They enjoyed visiting Widder Jones more than anyone else that Halloween. LEND A 
HELPING HAND: En route to their friend's house, Brother and Sister stop to help the frail and elderly Widder Jones dispose of a 
fallen tree limb. The cubs soon wish they weren't so generous with their time when Mrs. Jones recruits them for other chores. 
While spending a Saturday cleaning out her attic, Brother and Sister come to enjoy the company of Widder Jones and find that 
lending a helping hand is a very rewarding experience. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1566) Playthings 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (1007) Borreguita and the Coyote 
In this episode Levar teaches the children about Mexican-American culture and lifestlyes. Put to wonderful guitar music, Levar 
takes the viewers to a guitar shop where three generations of guitar makers work, and to an artist who paints murals. Also, Levar 
meets with the music group Los Lobos as they play some of their favorite Mexican tunes. The episode also features the book 
BORREGUITA AND THE COYOTE. The children review the books DIEGO, THREE LITTLE HAVELINAS and COYOTE DREAMS. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (713)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (101) Meet Me at the Fair (Knox, Indiana) 
Feed the cows, take out the garbage, clean the house, all before breakfast? ! That's part of life on the farm for sister and brother 
Lauren and Nathan. But as they show Buster, there's more to living on a farm than chores-like riding horses, driving tractors, and 
showing off their pigs at the County Fair! 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (119) D.W. Rides Again/Arthur Makes The Team 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. D.W. wants to ride a two-wheeler like her brother, in "D.W. Rides Again." Arthur and Francine learn to 
work together in softball when "Arthur Makes the Team." 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (121) The Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man 
Miguel enters a comic book contest. Before he can finish his original comic book loosely based on Aztec mythology entitled, "The 
Adventures of Rabbit-Bird Man," Miguel comes down with a bad cold. Miguel has left the hero in grave jeopardy, and he implores 
Maya to finish the comic book and save him. Maya rounds up the gang to help her think of a way to save the hero from the bad guy. 
In a series of vignettes, we see each kid's proposed ending: Tito imagines a heroic soccer player (who looks just like him) saving the 
day, Theo pitches a robot boy (who looks just like him) saving the day, and Maggie and Chrissy imagine a fantastic singing duo (who 
look just like them) saving the day. With the clock ticking and no clear ending, Maya decides that they should combine all of their 
endings together, and make one grand finale. In the end, Maya's cooperative ending nets Miguel a prize for "Most Creative." 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (205) All The Right Angles 
Motherboard mistakenly sends a treasure map to Hacker. The treasure is the secret to the legendary cyber-pirate Ivanka the 
Invincible's invincibility. If Hacker finds it, cyberspace is doomed! To help Motherboard, the kids must find the secret treasure 
before Hacker does, and use their skill with angles to read the strange map that contains only riddles about twists and turns. The 
Big Idea: To turn something so it points in just the right direction, use an angle to measure the size of the turn. Math Topic: Angle 
Measurement. 



TUESDAY, JUNE 7  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (806) It's Hot! It's Cold! 
Throughout the day, Barney and the children learn about "hot" and "cold," but the fun really begins when Barney turns the 
playground into a winter/ summer wonderland! 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4032) Elmo Falls In Love with Gina 
Elmo takes Dorothy to see Gina for a check-up. While Gina helps Elmo carry Dorothy home, Elmo realizes how wonderful and nice 
Gina is. He instantly falls in love with her and believes that he wants to marry her. He is overcome by his emotions and wants to tell 
Gina how he feels but he just can't do it. Rosita helps him find different ways to tell her, but nothing works. Eventually Elmo is able 
to express his feelings to Gina. Gina explains that she loves Elmo too, but that there are different kinds of love and that 3 year-
olds do not marry adults. Elmo understands that he needs to wait and they have a good conversation about it. Special Guest: Laura 
Bush. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (205) All The Right Angles 
Motherboard mistakenly sends a treasure map to Hacker. The treasure is the secret to the legendary cyber-pirate Ivanka the 
Invincible's invincibility. If Hacker finds it, cyberspace is doomed! To help Motherboard, the kids must find the secret treasure 
before Hacker does, and use their skill with angles to read the strange map that contains only riddles about twists and turns. The 
Big Idea: To turn something so it points in just the right direction, use an angle to measure the size of the turn. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (116) Arthur and the Crunch Cereal Contest/D.W. Flips 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "Arthur and the Crunch Cereal Contest," Arthur has trouble creating a jingle to enter in the 
contest, so he borrows one from his sister. In "D.W. Flips," D.W. joins a gymnastics class, but places herself in danger when she 
tries to show off for the rest of the kids. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (116) Clifford's Big Surprise/Ears Have It 
The Ears Have It - Clifford and Cleo are all excited about the town's upcoming celebration complete with a parade and fireworks! 
But they notice that T-Bone isn't quite is enthusiastic and soon learn that he is scared of the loud noises of all the festivities. T-
Bone learns that the support of good friends can help you manage feelings of fear. Clifford's Big Surprise - Everyone is too busy to 
play with Clifford, because they are too busy planning a surprise party for him! On his own, Clifford learns that playing by yourself 
can be fun - but so is a party with all of your friends! 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (317) Moving On/Head Over Heels 
Moving On - Cassie's favorite big sister, Sophie, is going away to cooking school and Cassie is devastated to see her go. Enrique 
sings a Spanish farewell song as the sisters embrace. The gang tries to cheer her up about missing Sophie. They take her to their 
favorite spots in Dragon Land to have fun, but everywhere they go, Cassie is reminded of Sophie and is sad all over again. Enrique 
suggests that instead of trying to forget Sophie, Cassie do something that reminds her of Sophie. Cassie decides to make Goo- 
Berry Pudding, one of their favorite recipes, but finds she is sad making it without Sophie. When Cassie's little sister comes 
wanting to help, Cassie decides to teach her little sister to cook, just like Sophie taught her - and feels much better! Head Over 
Heels - Quetzal's brother Fernando is sick. When Quetzal asks the gang to bring him a delicious bowl of gazpacho, they are eager 
to help. To get there, however, they must pass by Trumpy the trollbooth troll. The toll? One cartwheel each. This worries Emmy, 
who's embarrassed to admit that she doesn't know how to cartwheel. Her friends help: Ord shows her how to balance; Cassie 
explains the "ready, hand-hand, foot-foot" method; and Zak and Wheezie coach her inkeeping her arms straight. Emmy keeps on 
trying, and even though she'sfrustrated, she gradually improves. When they reach the bridge, the gang encourages a nervous Emmy 
to do her best, and everyone cartwheels successfully enough to cross the bridge and deliver the soup to a grateful Fernando. On 
the way back, everyone is surprised to learn that Trumpy is sad because he can't do a cartwheel himself and hoped to learn by 
watching everybody else pay the "toll." The gang, including Emmy, is happy to help him learn. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (101) Meet Me at the Fair (Knox, Indiana) 
Feed the cows, take out the garbage, clean the house, all before breakfast? ! That's part of life on the farm for sister and brother 
Lauren and Nathan. But as they show Buster, there's more to living on a farm than chores-like riding horses, driving tractors, and 
showing off their pigs at the County Fair! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (128) Springtime! 
Caillou is excited that spring is coming, but is disappointed when he finds out there will be no more snow. Caillou and Sarah find a 
way to save a patch of snow they find under the porch, but soon learn they can't keep it forever. Also, Caillou's excited because 
it's raining, and he's looking forward to puddle splashing when he goes out with his mommy. It seems like forever before they can 



leave because there' s always something else he has to do. By the time they're ready to go the rain has stopped, but there are still 
plenty of puddles for Caillou to jump in! Rexy discovers what he thinks are tiny " snowpeople" in the yard. Teddy tells him they 
aren't tiny people, but the first flowers of spring. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (111) Trouble with Money/Double Dare 
TROUBLE WITH MONEY: When Mama and Papa refuse to buy Brother and Sister trendy overly expensive sport shirts, the cubs 
decide to earn the money themselves. However the cubs go overboard and get so caught up in everything from lemonade stands to 
dog walking services that they leave themselves no time for their friends. It's only when they finally reach their goal that Brother 
and Sister realize the price tag has turned out to a lot bigger than they thought. Their blind pursuit of material things has cost 
them their friends. DOUBLE DARE: Brother displays some real moxie when he attempts to get back Sisters skipping rope from Too 
Tall and his mischievous gang. Too Tall thinks Brother has what it takes to join his gang. After Brother becomes a member he's 
required to follow the leader... and that means trespassing on Farmer Ben's property to swipe watermelons. Brother is the only one 
caught and Farmer Ben has a heart to heart talk with him about how to deal with peer pressure. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1567) Playthings 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (215) Trains and Brains and Rainy Plains 
Lionel and Leona ride a train into a book called "Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain." Featured text: folktale. Key word: rain. Target 
vowel: ai. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (714)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (102) A Sense of Direction (Chicago, Il) 
At the Sears Tower, Buster meets Farah, a 10 year-old Muslim girl who tells Buster about wearing hijabs, praying towards Mecca, 
and shopping at her favorite neighborhood Pakistani shops. Buster is intrigued with how Farah's Muslim parochial school is both 
different and the same as his own. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (120) Arthur's Almost Boring Day/The Half-Baked Sale 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aarvark, his sister D.W., 
aynd their family and friends. Arthur is worried that his day will be boring when the weather looks gloomy, but Grandma comes to 
the rescue with some attic treasures in "Arthur's Almost Boring Day." In "The Half-Baked Sale," D.W. and Arthur have the rough 
task of telling Grandma Thora that she's not so great of a cook. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (122) Maya and Miguel, Come On Down! 
Maya and Miguel seem to have an aptitude for their favorite TV game show. But when they decide to audition, they discover that 
they have very different approaches to training. As they move from one stage to the next -- preparing for the audition, passing the 
trial, training for the show -- their own rivalry grows more intense, and they lose the knack of working together. Only when they 
are on live TV, confronted by an unscrupulous contestant who will do anything to win, are they able to put aside their little 
differences and work together as sister and brother. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (309) The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 1) 
The long lost encryptor chip, the one computer component that can bring Motherboard back to full power, appears for sale on the 
popular cybersite U- WANT, U-BID! The CyberSquad has only a few days to save enough money to outbid Hacker for the precious 
chip. They win the auction, but are totally unprepared for what happens when they implant the chip into Motherboard - Hacker 
takes over Cyberspace! 



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (807) A Perfectly Purple Day 
When Sarah accidentally spills red paint into the blue paint, a mess turns into a perfectly purple day. The children paint pictures, 
make purple flowers and plan a purple party for their friend Colleen. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4091) Snuffy Feels He's Too Big 
Snuffy sees Elmo, Zoe, and her friend, Carina the Ballerina, ballet dancing and wants to join in on the fun. He tries to follow along 
with them as they leap and twirl around, but ends up crashing on the ground and knocking them down. Snuffy becomes sad and 
insecure about his size when they tell him that maybe he's too big to dance ballet. Snuffy tries to figure out ways to make himself 
smaller by imagining himself as a mouse and doing scrunching down exercises, but becomes discouraged since he can't seem to 
change his size. Then, Big Bird, Luis, Maria, and Gabi all reassure Snuffy that they love everything about him and that he is 
beautifully big and perfect just the way he is. At the end, Zoe, Elmo, and Carina apologize to Snuffy for hurting his feelings and 
realize that anybody can dance and that dancing should be about having fun with all your friends, no matter what size they are. 
They all dance happily together. Guest: National Theatre of The Deaf 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (309) The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 1) 
The long lost encryptor chip, the one computer component that can bring Motherboard back to full power, appears for sale on the 
popular cybersite U- WANT, U-BID! The CyberSquad has only a few days to save enough money to outbid Hacker for the precious 
chip. They win the auction, but are totally unprepared for what happens when they implant the chip into Motherboard - Hacker 
takes over Cyberspace! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (117) Meek for a Week/Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "Meek For A Week," Muffy bets that Francine can't be nice for an entire week. Arthur finds 
himself with an unearned reputation due to a rumor, in "Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper." 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (110) Clifford's Winter Spirit/Flo-Motion 
Clifford's Winter Spirit - Norville is feeling sad and lonely when it seems as though he is the only one without a tradition for 
celebrating the first snowfall of the year. It's up to Clifford and his friends to find a way to help Norville feel included. Flo-Motion 
- Flo, a super-athlete, tells her friends she'd rather playalone when she discovers she is not very good at a new Bean Bag game. Will 
Flo be able to put her competitiveness aside? 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (318) All Together Now/Team Work 
All Together Now - An exciting day at the Dragon Land Carnival is less than fun for Max, who is feeling left out when it seems that 
Enrique and Emmy would rather spend time with each other than with him. Max follows  Quetzal and Cassie's advice on finding 
activities that everyone can do together or asking for some alone time with Emmy, but Max continues to feel excluded. Finally, as 
Max is moping around waiting for Enrique and Emmy to return so that he can ride the giant twisty slide, Ord tells Max that he 
doesn't have to wait for them to have fun. Max decides to go on the slide all by himself, and before long, he is joined by the entire 
gang as they enjoy the twisty slide all together! Team Work - While searching for Giggle Flowers, Zak and Wheezie happenupon a 
Stinkydink Bug, who sprays them with his bad smelling vapor. After blaming each other for their predicament, they decide to wash 
up in the river. Zak places both of their badges on what looks like rock. It turns out to be Speedy the Turtle. Speedy, repulsed by 
the lingering Stinkydink smell, attempts to escape it by walking away- unaware that the contaminated badges are on top of his shell. 
Zak and Wheezie try to catch up to Speedy, but their bickering wastes time and Speedy makes it across the river and into the 
Forest of Darkness. To get their badges back, the two must work together and make their badges shine in the dark so they can 
spot Speedy. With support from the gang, Zak and Wheezie finally listen to each other long enough to make their plan work. The 
badges are back where they belong! Problem solved! 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (102) A Sense of Direction (Chicago, Il) 
At the Sears Tower, Buster meets Farah, a 10 year-old Muslim girl who tells Buster about wearing hijabs, praying towards Mecca, 
and shopping at her favorite neighborhood Pakistani shops. Buster is intrigued with how Farah's Muslim parochial school is both 
different and the same as his own. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (216) Doing It Together! 
In this episode we explore the things we do together: Things we need help with and the things that require more than one person. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (112) Out for the Team/Count Their Blessings 



OUT FOR THE TEAM: Brother and Sister are good baseball players and both sign up to try out for the Bear Country Cardinals. The 
problem is - there's only one position left on the team. Worried about the humiliating possibility of losing to his talented kid sister, 
Brother backs out of the competition. Sister has some encouraging words for Brother, which inspires him to stick with it. The two 
cubs practice for the big tryout together. COUNT THEIR BLESSINGS: Brother and Sister often complain that their friends have 
more things than they do. Mama and Papa tell them they should be thankful for all the things they do have. When a big 
thunderstorm rages outside and the power goes out, the cubs are reminded of how fortunate they are to have loving parents and a 
cozy home to live in. It's a good time to count their blessings. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1568) Playthings 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (107) Liang and the Magic Paintbrush 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (711)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (103) Buster and Beatrice (San Antonio, Texas) 
Buster meets 12 year-old Robert who has been playing Conjunto music on his accordion since he was five with grown ups who share 
this traditional Mexican-American musical form. In between jam sessions, Buster gets a lesson in real Mexican cooking and learns 
what makes a perfect taco. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (901) Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales 
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. 
Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur's 
chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert 
cheesecake at Finklemeyers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries -will music class 
ever be fun again? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (123) The Wrestler Next Door 
A new neighbor moves into the apartment building: Sr. Lopez, who is opening a new bakery in town. Tito is certain that Sr. Lopez is 
actually "El Guamazo Lopez," a famous Mexican masked wrestler! He tries to prove it to a skeptical Maya and Miguel... but when 
they see some intriguing evidence, they decide to help Tito find out the truth. The three of them, along with Abuela Elena's help, 
try to uncover Sr. Lopez' secret past... but even putting him face-to-face with the masked wrestler's arch-nemesis doesn't manage 
to reveal him. Finally, when an old piece of baking equipment goes on the fritz, Sr. Lopez must fight the mechanical beast using "El 
Guamazo Lopez'" signature wrestling move. Tito is vindicated! Sr. Lopez finally admits to having been the famous wrestler in the 
past. But it's more important for him to be known as a good baker from now on. His secret is safe with them! 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (310) The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 2) 
The CyberSquad must find a way to bring Motherboard back to power and oust Hacker. Their friend Slider's invention "the 
Syncolator" is the answer - but some of the expensive parts are missing and they have limited funds. This is the biggest challenge 
the kids have ever faced, and if they fail now, Motherboard will be lost forever! 



THURSDAY, JUNE 9  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (808) Day and Night 
With a little Barney magic, the children experience the differences between day and night! 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4049) Stinky and Zoe Write A Story 
Baby Bear and Telly write a story all by themselves. Telly and Baby Bear read their story to their friends as Stinky listens. Stinky 
becomes very excited about the idea of writing a story. He can't believe that Telly and Baby Bear have done this all by themselves. 
His friends encourage Stinky to write his own story. With a little encouragement, Stinky begins to tell his story and Gordon writes 
down the words. Zoe helps by acting as one of the characters in Stinky's story. In his story, Stinky turns into a real boy who can 
dance. He is happy to be Boy Stinky, but he ends up realizing it's better to stay as he is. He is very happy that he was able to 
create his very own story! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (310) The Snelfu Snafu (Pt. 2) 
The CyberSquad must find a way to bring Motherboard back to power and oust Hacker. Their friend Slider's invention "the 
Syncolator" is the answer - but some of the expensive parts are missing and they have limited funds. This is the biggest challenge 
the kids have ever faced, and if they fail now, Motherboard will be lost forever! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (118) Arthur's Chicken Pox/Sick As A Dog 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "Arthur's Chicken Pox," D.W. isn't sure whether Arthur is lucky or not to be sick. When Pal gets 
"Sick As A Dog," Arthur suspects D.W. as culprit. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (117) Tough Enough/Stars In Your Eyes 
Tough Enough? - Thinking that it'll make him more appealing to Sheriff Lewis, T-Bone decides to "toughen up." T-Bone eventually 
learns that it's much nicer to be nice than to be tough-and everyone loves him just the way he is. Stars In Your Eyes - Charley gets 
a new telescope and offers to bring it to Emily Elizabeth's "space" theme party. When Jetta mentions that the telescope might get 
damaged at the party, Charley changes his mind. Thinking that his friends won't want him at the party without his telescope, he 
decides to stay home. In the end, Charley realizes that his friends like him for who he is rather than what he has. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (319) Making It Fun/The Sorrow and the Party 
Making It Fun - The children are summoned to Dragon Land when Cassie, Ord, and Eunice the unicorn need their help. The Junior 
Unicorn Race is today, and Eunice needs the gang to paint the winding path so that the little unicorns do not get lost on their way. 
Zak and Wheezie join the group, who enthusiastically starts painting the path. Once they have painted for a while, they realize just 
how long the path is and become discouraged. Knowing that the tiny unicorns will get lost without a path, the gang comes up with 
clever ways to make their work go faster such as taking "fun breaks, " painting with more colors, singing songs, and racing. They 
finish just in time to watch the unicorns take off for their race! The Sorrow and the Party - Max's feelings are hurt when he's not 
invited to his school pal Brian's birthday party. Emmy tries to cheer him up by taking him on a trip to Dragon Land. But once there, 
he can't seem to get his mind off all the fun he must be missing. Queztal tells him that he understands why Max feels sad-nobody 
likes to be left out - and it's important to remember that being sad doesn'tlast forever. In the meantime, why doesn't Max try to 
do things that make him happy. Though Max's feelings are still hurt, he slowly begins to cheer up as he enjoys his time with his 
friends. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (103) Buster and Beatrice (San Antonio, Texas) 
Buster meets 12 year-old Robert who has been playing Conjunto music on his accordion since he was five with grown ups who share 
this traditional Mexican-American musical form. In between jam sessions, Buster gets a lesson in real Mexican cooking and learns 
what makes a perfect taco. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (129) All in a Day 
Caillou does a lot in a day, and today he wants to dress himself, only his mommy is doing the laundry and he doesn't have any clean 
clothes, so Daddy and Caillou decide to play a dressing game with Daddy's old clothes. Later, it's bath time, only Caillou doesn't like 
to take baths, but Daddy turns bath time into playtime with a motorboat and a big bottle of bubble bath. The puppets are suffering 
from the heat outside, until Rexy makes up a "cool" game where everyone pretends they are freezing. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (113) Slumber Party/The Talent Show 
Slumber Party - Ensured by Sister that she knows the meaning of responsibility, Mama and Papa allow her to go to a sleep over at 
Lizzy's house. However Mama and Papa are totally unaware that the Bruins have gone out and left a babysitter in charge. When 
practically every cub in town shows up at the party it gets so out of hand that when the Bruins return they call all the parents to 



come and take their cubs home. Although Mama and Papa agree that Sister is partially to blame, they also realize that if they had 
been a little more responsible themselves, they would have found out about the baby sitter early enough to nip it in the bud. The 
Talent Show - Convinced that he doesn't have any talent to offer for the upcoming school talent show, Brother is recruited to be 
the talent scout. Guided by Teacher Bob's conviction that everyone has talent, Brother helps the other cubs discover their own 
special talents, and in so doing, discovers he also has a talent just as Teacher Bob suspected - a talent for finding talent. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1569) Playthings 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (209) Teacher's Pet 
Cleo has the "I-can't-hear-or-tell-or-smell-if-someone's-sneaking-up-on- me" flu. Featured text: newsletter, diary. Key word: 
teacher. Target vowel: ea. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (712)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (104) The Giant Pumpkins (Mt. Hood and Canby, Oregon) 
Near Mt. Hood, Buster meets some regular-sized kids who grow giant pumpkins for competition. He also goes mountain biking, 
extreme, Oregon- style with siblings Jordan and Ashley. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (903) Arthur Weighs in/the Law of the Jungle Gym 
Arthur Weighs In - When Arthur doesn't fit into his costume for the play, he's shocked to learn that he's gotten "husky-sized." 
Now he's serious about getting in shape. Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Eat only herbs and berries? Or will he try something 
really radical.. .exercise?! The Law of the Jungle Gym - Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera 
- the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it's Tough Customer territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But 
Crosswires do not compromise! Or. do they? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (107) The Letter 
Maya finds an abandoned letter on Miguel's desk, written to a pretty girl in their class named Esperanza. Thinking that her brother 
might need a little help in making friends, Maya (with the eager assistance of Maggie and Chrissy) tells Esperanza how wonderful 
Miguel is. No sooner does Esperanza decide that Miguel is the coolest boy in the fifth grade than Maya learns that the real author 
of the letter wasn'tMiguel, but Andy! Suddenly, the Tres Amigas have a lot of explaining to do. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (201) Hugs & Witches 
It's Valentine's Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine 
invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace. The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and 
free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return! Will the kids get 
there in time, or will Valentine's Day bring nothing but broken hearts? 



FRIDAY, JUNE 10  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (809) Play Piano with Me! 
The children learn all about the piano when they play games, listen to real pianos and even play a little themselves. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4092) Big Bird, Snuffy and Friends Hike 
Maria and Luis are planning for their hike gathering their backpacks, water, and trail mix. Big Bird and Snuffy are especially 
excited since they have never been on a hike before! Maria explains what great exercise it is and how many interesting things you 
can find around you. They don't get very far on their hike because they stop to observe things around them that they've never 
really noticed before- the bark and leaves of a tree, the colors of a pebble on the ground, and even a tap dancing spider! Even 
though they don't get very far, Big Bird and Snuffy had a great time on their very first hike! Guest: National Theatre of The Deaf 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (201) Hugs & Witches 
It's Valentine's Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine 
invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace. The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and 
free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return! Will the kids get 
there in time, or will Valentine's Day bring nothing but broken hearts? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (119) D.W. Rides Again/Arthur Makes The Team 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. D.W. wants to ride a two-wheeler like her brother, in "D.W. Rides Again." Arthur and Francine learn to 
work together in softball when "Arthur Makes the Team." 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (118) Mac's Secret Dog Club/The Dog Park 
Mac's Secret Dog Club - Mac starts a club and tries to exclude T-Bone. When Cleo and Clifford refuse to join without T-Bone, Mac 
gets lonely being the only member of such an "exclusive" club. Mac soon realizes that it's not fun to be left out and he opens the 
club to everyone. The Dog Park - It's a beautiful day at the park, the birds are singing, the sun is shining, and the dogs are playing-
much to Mr. Bleakman's annoyance! Mr. Bleakman manages to make the park "off limits" to dogs only to discover that he misses 
them when they're gone. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (320) Itching for a Cure/Cassie Catches Up 
Itching for a Cure - Emmy, Max, Enrique and their dragon friends are building a giant card house. While they're balancing cards, 
the ground begins to tremble and the cards come crashing down! They set out to investigate the source of the rumbling tremors 
and find their giant friend Mungus rolling around on the ground. He has a terrible itch that just won't go away! The gang brings 
Mungus to Dr. Booboogone for help, and she sends them on a quest for special ingredients to make "Itch Be Gone" cream. They face 
some challenges in collecting the ingredients, but knowing how much Mungus needs their help encourages them to not give up. 
Mungus is extremely grateful for his friends' help, and he shows his appreciation by helping the gang build another, even bigger, 
card house. Cassie Catches Up - It's a special day in Dragon Land as Quetzal navigates the group through the sights, sounds and 
smells of the Dragon Land Fair. They head straight for the carnival games, with all hearts set on winning a pinwheel. But Cassie 
becomes increasingly frustrated, as she seems unable to win a prize, disappointing herself and her partner, Emmy. While Cassie may 
not be able to run as fast as Zak and Wheezie, or throw a softball as far as Ord, Cassie is reminded that she is "good at lots of 
things" - like problem solving! With that realization, she comes up with an ingenious way to win a pinwheel for herself and her best 
friend, Emmy. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (104) The Giant Pumpkins (Mt. Hood and Canby, Oregon) 
Near Mt. Hood, Buster meets some regular-sized kids who grow giant pumpkins for competition. He also goes mountain biking, 
extreme, Oregon- style with siblings Jordan and Ashley. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (130) Celebrations 
It's time to celebrate! Caillou is invited to a Hispanic themed birthday party for his friend Xavier. With a stick in hand, Caillou 
discovers the special surprise hidden in the pižata. There are more surprises for Caillou as he learns all about Chinese New Year 
with Sarah and her cousin. The celebration continues as Caillou's friends gather to celebrate Caillou's birthday. Later, Caillou and 
Grandma throw Grandpa a surprise belated birthday party! Grandpa is surprised, and very happy! Also today, Teddy plans a surprise 
celebration for Rexy and Gilbert. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (114) The Haunted Lighthouse/The Baby Chipmunk 
THE HAUNTED LIGHTHOUSE: When the Bear Family vacations in an old lighthouse rendered obsolete by modern technology, they 
discover that it's rumoured to be haunted. Although the cubs encounter mysterious sights and sounds, they're anything but 



spooked. In fact Brother and Sister actively pursue the clues to the point where they not only reveal the "ghost" but also come up 
with a way to give new life to the old lighthouse as well as the old lighthouse keeper. THE BABY CHIPMUNK: When she adopts a 
baby chipmunk, Sister learns the hard way about trying to keep a non-domestic animal as a house pet. As a baby all the chipmunk 
does is eat and sleep. However, the bigger it grows the more active it gets and the more mess it makes and the more trouble it 
causes. Of course none of it's intentional. That's just the creature's nature. But when it accidentally bites Papa, Sister finally 
realizes that if she really loves Little Brown Eyes, she'll do what's best for the chipmunk and return him to the outdoors where he 
belongs. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1570) Playthings 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (713)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (105) Among The Hmong (Madison, Wisconsin) 
At a Southeast Asian festival, Buster meets Diana, Caitlin, and Rosie, who share the same last name and Hmong heritage - AND 
they all live on the same street! Buster cheers on the girls in a traditional dance competition and joins in on a family barbecue that 
includes Hmong foods and one of Buster's favorites, hot dogs. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (904) Buster's Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy 
Buster's Green Thumb - Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost - which makes for even better 
tomatoes! But he's dismayed when he runs out of fresh veggies to give away. until his new friend who runs the community garden 
shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy - Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the 
coveted "Good Behavior of the Week" cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on getting the prize, can D.W. show him how it's 
done, or will Timmy stand in his way? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (108) Teacher's Pet 
When Paco stops speaking, Maya and Santiago take him to the vet, who tells them that the poor parrot is simply lonely staying at 
home all day. Maya solves the problem by taking Paco to school with her. But when Paco gives wrong answers in front of the class, 
accidentally insults kids in the hall, and eventually flies off somewhere in the school, Maya has a lot of problems to solve all at once. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (121) Less Than Zero 
The Leaders of Cyberspace have gathered to discuss Hacker's increasing influence, when they are suddenly interrupted by Hacker. 
Buzz and Delete, Hacker's henchmen, hide the leaders including Dr. Marbles, in the building and its' up to the kids to rescue them. 
Before long, the kids discover that they can only move between the building's levels by scaling its outside walls! So the kids turn 
the building into a giant ruler in order to keep track of the floors. And when they discover that there are levels beneath what they 
thought was "zero," the kids must tap into the power of negative numbers. The Big Idea: Numbers don't have to stop at zero! 
Negative numbers -- numbers that are less than zero -- can extend the range of what you can measure on a scale and give you the 
ability to compare numbers using direction as well as amount. Math Topic: Negative Numbers NCTM Links: Number & Operations. 



MONDAY, JUNE 13  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (810) A Picture of Friendship 
After a brief misunderstanding, BJ realizes he has many friends. He enjoys a day playing with Barney and the children. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4052) Baby Bear and Telly Find A Bagpipe 
When Scotty McKilt (AM Bagpipe Player) asks Zoe to watch his bagpipe when he goes to Hooper's for a bite to eat, the drama 
begins. Zoe is not really listening when McKilt asks her to watch his pipes. She forgets and goes off to show Oscar her new dance. 
While she is gone, Telly and Baby Bear comes across the bagpipe and wonder what it could be. They imagine many things, and 
eventually they learn that the bagpipe is McKilt's musical instrument. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (121) Less Than Zero 
The Leaders of Cyberspace have gathered to discuss Hacker's increasing influence, when they are suddenly interrupted by Hacker. 
Buzz and Delete, Hacker's henchmen, hide the leaders including Dr. Marbles, in the building and its' up to the kids to rescue them. 
Before long, the kids discover that they can only move between the building's levels by scaling its outside walls! So the kids turn 
the building into a giant ruler in order to keep track of the floors. And when they discover that there are levels beneath what they 
thought was "zero," the kids must tap into the power of negative numbers. The Big Idea: Numbers don't have to stop at zero! 
Negative numbers -- numbers that are less than zero -- can extend the range of what you can measure on a scale and give you the 
ability to compare numbers using direction as well as amount. Math Topic: Negative Numbers NCTM Links: Number & Operations. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (120) Arthur's Almost Boring Day/The Half-Baked Sale 
Arthur's Almost Boring Day/The Half-Baked Sale     PBS  00:28:46 This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling 
books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aarvark, his sister D.W., aynd their family and friends. Arthur is worried that his day 
will be boring when the weather looks gloomy, but Grandma comes to the rescue with some attic treasures in "Arthur's Almost 
Boring Day." In "The Half-Baked Sale," D.W. and Arthur have the rough task of telling Grandma Thora that she's not so great of a 
cook. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (119) Fluffed Up Cleo/Team Spirit 
Fluffed Up Cleo - When Cleo wins the esteemed honor of Fluffiest Dog of Birdwell Island, it's all she can talk about! Clifford and 
T-Bone bear with the new star, but it takes a lot of patience. When Cleo gets a dose of her own medicine from Mac, she learns that 
bragging all of the time can be boring - it's okay to be proud of an accomplishment, but be careful to be respectful of others. Team 
Spirit - After Jetta tells Vaz that his poor soccer skills are holding back their team, Vaz tries to sit out the rest of the game. In 
the end, both Jetta and Vaz learn that being part of a team is more important than winning games. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (321) Sad Little Star/Try It You'll Like It 
Sad Little Star - Celeste, a dreamy little star, appears in Dragon Land during the day. She loves being a star but misses out on 
seeing the daytime sights. Her dream is to see a real rainbow! The gang takes off on a quest for a rainbow. When at first they 
can't find one, they beg Polly Nimbus, the weather dragon, to make it rain, but even though she can make rain, she can't promise a 
rainbow. Celeste is sad to think she will have to go back without having her wish come true. Finally, Cassie realizes that her prism- 
shaped crystal can make a rainbow when the light shines through it. They get the idea to go to Crystal Cave to find a really big 
prism to make a rainbow across the sky. Celeste is overjoyed as the sky fills with a bright arching rainbow and she returns to the 
night sky with a twinkle in her eye. Try It You'll Like It - There are new rides at the Dragon Land amusement park! The gang 
sprints over, ready for yummy foods, roller coasters and a grand time. Everyone's ready, that is, but Zak, who's a little leery of 
eating snacks and riding rides that are unfamiliar. Wheezie, of course, is chomping at the bit, eager to take it all in. His friends 
remind Zak that there are things he likes now that were new once upon a time. Zak takes a chance and tastes Ord's cheesy log. He 
doesn't like it very much. He tries a frozen banana, which he likes even less, and then a corn-cob-on-a-stick, which he loves! After 
thinking about it, he decides to give the new rides a shot, too. They start on a few of the tamer ones, and eventually Zak works his 
way up to... The Skipper! It's a blast, and everyone is overjoyed, especially Zak, who winds up liking The Skipper more than anyone. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (105) Among The Hmong (Madison, Wisconsin) 
At a Southeast Asian festival, Buster meets Diana, Caitlin, and Rosie, who share the same last name and Hmong heritage - AND 
they all live on the same street! Buster cheers on the girls in a traditional dance competition and joins in on a family barbecue that 
includes Hmong foods and one of Buster's favorites, hot dogs. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (131) Games to Play 
Finding fun ways to play is the theme today. Caillou, Clementine, and Leo are disappointed because they can't go to the zoo. The 
kids cheer up after Caillou's Mommy and Daddy help them pretend to be animals themselves. Also today, Caillou, Rosie, and Julie 



(their babysitter) go on a scavenger hunt and decide to make a surprise craft for Mommy and Daddy with the cool stuff they 
found. Meanwhile, the puppets create a new game - "hide and hug." 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (115) Get The Gimmies/The Green-Eyed Monster 
GET THE GIMMIES: Brother and Sister think they're entitled to treats every time the family goes grocery shopping and Mama 
and Papa get tired of their "gimmie gimmie" attitude. When Gramps and Gran drop by for a visit, they tell a touching story that 
inspires Brother and Sister toJ change their selfish ways and start thinking about others in need. THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER: 
When Brother gets a brand new three- speed racer, Sister's envious feelings are personified in her dreams by a little green 
version of herself. This Green Eyed Monster convinces Sister to sneak Brother's new bike out for a ride but when she does, Sister 
realizes too late that it's too big for her and she can't control it. Fortunately Brother and Papa rescue Sister before Brother's 
bike can crash, then together they help chase the Green Eyed Monster away by jazzing up Brother's old bike and giving it to 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1621) Fathers & Music 
A week about "Fathers and Music" begins when Mister Rogers enjoys the music of jazz pianist Ellis Marsalis and his musical sons: 
saxophonist Branford, trombonist Delfeayo and drummer Jason. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (1107) Martha Speaks 
In this episode, Levar Burton's dog, Duke, hosts. Duke introduces the book "Martha Speaks" about a very special talking dog. Then 
Duke tours the neighborhood and shows us some special dogs. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (715)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (106) Sleepy In Seattle (Seattle, Washington) 
All this traveling has Buster frazzled, and in Seattle, he's developed a bad case of insomnia. Luckily, Buster meets Russ and 
Rebecca, who teach him Tai Chi to soothe his mind and body. Buster's newfound state of mind comes in handy as he catches flying 
fish with fishmongers at Pike Place fish market. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up 
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy's Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn't be more excited, until she discovers that she's 
going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what's going on let alone stay awake? Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey guest 
stars to show Muffy why Bizet's "Carmen" can be a whole lot more fun than ` Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced five 
quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom's schedule is disrupting his 
perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they'll always be 
priority number one. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (109) La Calavera 
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for school, she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to 
borrow a prized possession: a calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the Dead celebration. Maya 
promises to let nothing happen to this special calavera. Her presentation goes well, but Maya loses the calavera! After Theo, 
Maggie, Chrissy and Andy each share their fantastical ideas about how the lost calavera will make Abuela feel, Maya herself feels 
horrible. She promised her abuela that she wouldn't let anything happen to it! Then, as luck would have it, Maya discovers that she 
accidentally switched backpacks with another student, and the calavera is recovered. An excited Maya can't contain herself, and 
while jumping up and down, breaks the calavera! Maya is determined not to let her abuela down, and goes to great lengths to have 
the calavera re-made. Unfortunately, this, too, is a disaster. When Abuela is finally told the truth, Maya is surprised - Abuela is 
happy! Not about the calavera, but about Maya's good grade on her presentation. And though Abuela misses the calavera, she 
thinks that rebuilding it together would make her even happier. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (308) Be Reasonable 
Hacker returns to the Cybrary to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. 
Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn't escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrary's most 
valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard! 



TUESDAY, JUNE 14  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (811) A-Counting We Will Go! 
Barney and the kids help Baby Bop count to ten by playing games, and visiting a Make-Believe Market. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4083) Telly Learns to Catch A Ball 
While everybody's playing catch on Sesame Street, Telly sadly admits to Baby Bear that he doesn't know how to catch a ball. Baby 
Bear assures Telly not to worry and tries to teach him how to catch. Much to Telly's disappointment, he keeps missing, even after 
trying to hold out his hands and keep his eyes on the ball. Baby Bear, Rosita and Maria all try to help Telly with a few more 
strategies to catch a ball but no matter how hard he concentrates, Telly keeps missing the ball. He thinks that perhaps he should 
just give up when all of a sudden, Baby Bear comes back with the Manager of the New York Yankees, Joe Torre. Torre encourages 
Telly by telling him that he is doing everything right but since catching can be a hard thing to learn, he just needs to keep 
practicing. As Torre leaves, he throws Telly a beach ball and Telly catches it! Telly is thrilled that he caught the ball, and now 
wants to keep practicing more with Baby Bear. EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: Learning about coping w/ emotions, physical health, 
task persistence, self-esteem, what the body does, friendship, helping, and the geometric form: triangles. Guests: Joe Torre - 
(New York Yankees Manager) and Allan Houston - (New York Knicks) 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (308) Be Reasonable 
Hacker returns to the Cybrary to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. 
Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn't escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrary's most 
valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (901) Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales 
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. 
Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur's 
chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert 
cheesecake at Finklemeyers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries -will music class 
ever be fun again? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (120) Clifford On Parade/Follow The Leader 
Clifford on Parade - Emily and Charley are having a hard time deciding what kind of float to make for the annual Birdwell Parade. 
With a little help from Clifford, they learn the importance of compromise. Follow the Leader - Cleo has a hard time giving up her 
role as " leader" in a game of Follow The Leader, but soon learns that playing with friends is more fun when everyone cooperates 
and takes turns with one another. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (322) The Big Race/Bye, Bye Baby Birdie 
The Big Race - It is the day of the Big Dragon Land Road Race. Teammates Lorca and Enrique get off to a great start on Lorca's 
modified wheelchair, but soon find themselves at a standstill when they can't work together. After getting advice from Quetzal, 
they realize that being a team means working together. They begin to pass their friends who are also having trouble cooperating 
and offer helpful teamwork suggestions for them. Enrique teaches a Spanish rhyme to Cassie and Emmy to help them pedal 
together, which comes in handy again when the entire gang ends up in a pile- up that entangles their go-carts. Stuck together, they 
head comically toward the finish line in a long train reciting the rhyme to keep in sync. Even though the team doesn't win the race, 
they learn a valuable lesson about cooperation and teamwork! Bye, Bye Baby Birdie - While playing in a meadow, the gang discovers 
afamily of rhyming birds, and Emmy and a baby bird take a shine to each other. Emmy names the bird Cutie Pie and they have so 
much fun together that she doesn't notice when the bird's family flies away. Although she's very attached to Cutie Pie, Emmy, with 
help from Quetzal and all her friends, understands that the baby bird needs to go home. After all, how would Emmy feel if she 
couldn't be with her family? The gang promises to help her say goodbye to her new pal. They all set out together and find Cutie 
Pie's family at their home in Very Merry Valley. Zak reminds Emmy that she knows where Cutie Pie lives now, so she can visit 
anytime she wants! Emmy gives Cutie Pie a keepsake - a ribbon from her hair. As Cutie Pie waves goodbye, one of her feathers flies 
into the air, she catches it in her beak and presents it to Emmy. Feeling much better, Emmy says goodbye to her new friend-until 
next time! 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (106) Sleepy In Seattle (Seattle, Washington) 
All this traveling has Buster frazzled, and in Seattle, he's developed a bad case of insomnia. Luckily, Buster meets Russ and 
Rebecca, who teach him Tai Chi to soothe his mind and body. Buster's newfound state of mind comes in handy as he catches flying 
fish with fishmongers at Pike Place fish market. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (132) Grown-Ups and Me 



Caillou meets a lot of new people today. This episode recalls the very first time Mommy and Daddy call upon Julie to baby-sit for 
Caillou and Rosie. Caillou likes Julie because she knows so many fun games. Later Caillou's invited to spend the day with Clementine's 
family picking strawberries. Although he's nervous to be away from his family, Caillou soon discovers that Clementine's family is a 
lot like his own. Caillou also goes to day care for the first time. Day care is scary until he meets his teacher Miss Martin, and makes 
two new friends, Leo and Clementine. He has so much fun that when his Mommy comes to pick him up, Caillou doesn't want to go 
home! DeeDee and Rexy play house in the yard and realize that it's more fun being young. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (116) The Wishing Star/The Homework Hassle 
THE WISHING STAR: When Mama casually mentions the 'Star light, star bright' principle, Sister takes it to heart and wishes for 
a certain birthday gift and a better grade on her next math quiz. She gets both. However when the pony she wishes for doesn't 
materialize, Papa helps Sister understand that she really got her first two wishes all by herself - her special birthday gift because 
she'd been so helpful around the house and the better math mark because she studied really hard for the quiz. Bolstered by this, 
Sister makes her pony wish come true by making a deal with Farmer Ben to help him pick his peas in exchange for being allowed to 
spend time with his retired farm horse Princess. THE HOMEWORK HASSLE: Brother complains that he's given too much homework 
and that's why he has fallen so far behind at school. Papa blames it on his highly distractive study environment and until Brother 
gets caught up, there'll be no television, video games, loud music or chatting on the phone. When Brother decides to do a little 
homework every night, he finds it's much easier to stay on top of his workload. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1622) Fathers & Music 
Mister Rogers talks about ways fathers take care of children. He shows a videotape about how people make adhesive bandages and 
assures children that bandages don't change who we are. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (220) Dreaming Shakespeare 
Can Anthony Asbury help a chicken looking for a book about plumbing become a star in a Shakespeare play? Featured text: 
Shakespeare. Key word: dream. Target vowel: ea. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (716)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (107) Up The River (Mandan and Bismarck, North Dakota) 
Following in the footsteps of Lewis and Clark, Buster takes a canoe trip with the Stensley family. Along the way they introduce him 
to Norwegian music, language, and dance that make up their family traditions. The adventures continue with the Miller family who 
share their favorite pastime: motocross racing. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (907) Three's A Crowd/A Is for Angry 
Three's a Crowd - Prunella's favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her Mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina 
joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier... or that three's a crowd? Can Prunella learn to share her Mom - or will she have 
to give up yoga forever!? A is for Angry- When Arthur decides to take-on Brain at an all school checkers competition, everyone 
rallies behind the underdog. That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support 
back.and does he even want it back? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (110) Politics Unusual 
Maggie wants to star in the upcoming School Assembly Day show. Her teacher, Mrs. Langley, recognizes her talent and assigns her 
the starring role, which she must share with non-dancer Miguel. Horrified, Miguel wants to have nothing to do with this show, but 
Mrs. Langley won't let him out of the deal. The only person who could do that is the Class President. Maya has a bright idea: Maggie 
will run for Class President. She's popular, and nobody else is running! Then she can change the show to suit both her and Miguel. 
Unfortunately, someone else decides to run, an unassuming kid named Simon. Maya and Maggie try to out-glitz Simon, by sponsoring 
makeovers and re- decorating the cafeteria, with comically disastrous results. Simon, meanwhile, takes the time to listen to the 
concerns of the other students. In the end, Maggie comes to realize that Simon cares about what the other students want, while 
she was only running for selfish reasons... and so she announces at the presidential debate that she is supporting Simon. Simon wins 
by a landslide... and his first act as President is to appoint Maggie to be director of School Assembly Day, to change the show 
however she wants. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (109) Clock Like An Egyptian 
(topic: Timekeeping) - Dr. Marbles finds the encryptor chip (the computer chip that will enable Marbles to delete Motherboard's 
virus) in an ancient pyramid. But the Mummy who guards the pyramid finds Marbles. When the kids and Digit arrive, they must work 
their way through the chambers of the pyramid - find Dr. Marbles - and escape before a trap set by the Mummy seals them inside 
forever. How much time do they have? Unfortunately, they have no clock or watch to tell them how much time has gone by. Is the 



mission impossible? Not for our kids! The Big Idea: To measure the passage of time, choose a starting point and count up the beats 
of something that repeats at steady, regular intervals. 



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (812) A Big Little Day 
Barney helps Baby Bop and the children discover big and little things in the world around them. And by the end of the day, the kids 
have learned that big or little, they're all wonderful just the way they are! 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4031) Karaoke Night at Hooper's Store 
It's Karaoke night at Hooper's and everyone is getting ready to sing! Telly is extremely nervous about singing and his friend Baby 
Bear tries to encourage him to participate. The two of them sit and listen as everyone sings their songs. Rosita makes a mistake but 
keeps going and Telly sees that this is okay. When Baby Bear gets up to sing he gets very nervous and Telly ends up helping his 
friend and singing along. When the karaoke machine breaks, everyone gets their instruments and they make their own music 
together, singing until late into the evening. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (109) Clock Like An Egyptian 
(topic: Timekeeping) - Dr. Marbles finds the encryptor chip (the computer chip that will enable Marbles to delete Motherboard's 
virus) in an ancient pyramid. But the Mummy who guards the pyramid finds Marbles. When the kids and Digit arrive, they must work 
their way through the chambers of the pyramid - find Dr. Marbles - and escape before a trap set by the Mummy seals them inside 
forever. How much time do they have? Unfortunately, they have no clock or watch to tell them how much time has gone by. Is the 
mission impossible? Not for our kids! The Big Idea: To measure the passage of time, choose a starting point and count up the beats 
of something that repeats at steady, regular intervals. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (903) Arthur Weighs in/the Law of the Jungle Gym 
Arthur Weighs In - When Arthur doesn't fit into his costume for the play, he's shocked to learn that he's gotten "husky-sized." 
Now he's serious about getting in shape. Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Eat only herbs and berries? Or will he try something 
really radical.. .exercise?! The Law of the Jungle Gym - Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera 
- the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it's Tough Customer territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But 
Crosswires do not compromise! Or. do they? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (111) No Small Parts/Fine Feathered Friend 
No Small Parts - Nina has made her friends the stars in her new play about springtime, but she insists that everything be done her 
way. When her cast and crew quit, she is finally able to do everything herself. Will her one- person production be a success? Fine 
Feathered Friend - Norville is molting, and he is so embarrassed by the way he looks that he refuses to let his friends see him. How 
will Norville's friends help him to see that they like him for who he is, not what he looks like? 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (323) Sky Soccer/Room for a Change 
Sky Soccer - Today is the day for the Sky Soccer team tryouts in Dragon Land! Ord really wants to be on the team, but he's never 
played before. As Ord attempts the drills, he repeatedly misses the ball and uses the wrong parts of his body to touch the ball. 
Ord decides that sky soccer is just too hard. His friends convince him not to give up by sharing advice on taking things slowly, 
remembering which parts of his body to use, and saying the phrase, "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again!" When Ord 
returns for the second half of the tryouts, he shows tremendous improvement. Even though he does not make the team, the coach 
congratulates Ord on his progress and encourages him to keep practicing for next time. Room For A Change - Cassie's big family is 
getting even bigger - and she has to move to a new room so the babies can be closer to Mom and Dad. Even though she hasn't even 
seen it yet, Cassie worries that she won't like her new room. When she goes with her friends to check it out, Cassie admits that 
it's nice, but she's still sad having to leave the room she loves. Max and Emmy comfort her. After her friends help her move all her 
favorite things, she feels much better. Best of all, she discovers a secret closet, just the spot to read stories to her many 
brothers and sisters. Now it's the best room ever! 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (107) Up The River (Mandan and Bismarck, North Dakota) 
Following in the footsteps of Lewis and Clark, Buster takes a canoe trip with the Stensley family. Along the way they introduce him 
to Norwegian music, language, and dance that make up their family traditions. The adventures continue with the Miller family who 
share their favorite pastime: motocross racing. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (133) Try, Try Again 
Caillou learns that practice makes perfect. Daddy and Grandpa teach Caillou a new game to play as they hike_catching falling leaves 
before they hit the ground. At first, it's difficult but with a little practice, Caillou is able to keep up the family tradition. Later, 
Caillou becomes frustrated while learning to tie his shoes, but by watching Rosie he learns you can succeed if you keep trying. Also 
today, Caillou goes to the swimming pool where Daddy teaches Caillou how to swim. After a few lessons, Caillou gets better and 
better and soon he can swim on his own. The puppets teach Rexy how to hug without knocking things over. 



 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (117) Too Much Vacation/The Giant Mall 
TOO MUCH VACATION: From the moment the Bear Family arrives at their mountain cabin, Papa's promise of 'the best vacation 
ever' begins going down hill like an alpine avalanche. Not only is the cabin a shack, but also the lake has more weeds than the 
Sargasso Sea and the only thing biting are the mosquitoes. It becomes increasingly difficult for Papa to keep a smile on his face as 
he slips down muddy slopes, breaks through the bottom of the rotten rowboat and is chased by little forest critters. Ultimately it 
rains so much, the run off floods them out and carries a sleeping Papa out to the middle of the lake on his mattress. That's the last 
straw. Papa's best vacation ever has turned out to be the worst vacation ever. It's only when the cubs show Papa the snapshots 
they've been taking of him and the so called calamities that he finally realizes how much fun they've been having all along because 
having fun is just a matter of attitude. THE GIANT MALL: When the Bear Family visit the new mall, they're amazed by the sheer 
size of it. It's huge. Mama goes over a few "mall" rules - so they don't get lost, and what they should do in the event they do get 
separated from the family. Of course Papa has no concerns about such rules, proclaiming that a wise old grown up woods bear like 
himself never gets lost. Papa soon finds out that rules are for everyone when he's the one who ends up having to be rescued from 
the "little lost cubs" station by Mama, Brother and Sister. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1623) Fathers & Music 
Kent Weber stops by with two wolves and explains that wolves are shy instead of big and bad. In the Neighborhood of Make-
Believe, dancer Tome Cousin pretends to be a rag doll come to life. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (507) Duncan and Dolores 
Lavar Burton hosts this close up look at cats, big and small. We start with the tigers and their trainers at Marine World in 
California. Jane Curtin reads DUNCAN AND DELORES by Barbara Samuels about a little girl who tries to relate to her new cat. 
READING RAINBOW also introduces you to Mary Flemming who cares for baby tigers; and finally we watch a Broadway actress 
transform into Grizabella, the Glamour Cat for the Broadway musical "CATS." 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (717)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (108) Rodeo Cowgirl (Houston, Texas) 
When Buster arrives in Houston, he is disappointed to learn that Texas isn't all cowboys and open country. Then he meets12 year-
old Tayler, a self- described "rodeo rat" and grand-daughter of retired African American rodeo star Cornelius Cleveland. Buster 
goes on an adventure into the heart - and history - of cowboy country. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (908) The "A" Team/Emily Swallows A Horse 
The "A" Team - Francine and Brain are the best players on the soccer team and, well, sometimes they wish their teammates could 
take the game a bit more seriously. So when they make the Elwood City All- Stars Traveling Team, they're as happy as they could 
be. Ore are they? Is winning really everything - or is there something about playing with friends that can't be beat. Emily Swallows 
a Horse - Emily really wants the sparkly ball D.W. justfound, so she tells a little white lie about how Marie-Helene actually gave it 
to her. No harm done, right? But then Emily has to tell even bigger lies to cover her story! Will she be like that old woman in the 
fairy tale, who had to swallow the horse to eat her lie... er, fly? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (111) Tito's Mexican Vacation 
Maya notices something's wrong with Tito. He's not interested in playing soccer or eating ice cream. Is he sick? It turns out he's 
homesick. It all starts when Tito gets a postcard from his cousins in Mexico. Tito misses them and misses his former home. Maya, 
eager to help her cousin feel better, decides that if they can't take Tito back to Mexico, they'll bring Mexico to Tito! Maya ropes 
the rest of the gang into helping her with the research and acquisition of Mexican objects, foods, and information. Events escalate 
with typically Maya-esque results, and pretty soon the Community Center is packed with all things Mexican. Unfortunately, one 
thing leads to another, and the entire display is destroyed... right before Tito gets to the Center. Maya is mortified, but Tito is 
happy. Seeing how much everyone cared about him helped to lift his homesickness. After all, he is home with Maya, too. Just then 
the big surprise appears: Tito's cousins, brought from Mexico! 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (124) Size Me Up 
Hacker plans to launch a new virus at Motherboard - one that will crash her hard drive once and for all so he can take over 
cyberspace. To stop the kids and Digit from getting in his way, he tricks them into a cybersite from which escape seems impossible. 
In a confounding juxtaposition of scale and size, the kids first find themselves in a land of giants - then become giants themselves 
in a land of little people. The kids must cope with these disparities in scale and size, and use their brainpower to escape and warn 
Motherboard before Hacker can launch his virus. The Big Idea: You can create an exact likeness of something--though one that is a 
different size--by multiplying the size of every part of your original by the same number. Math Topic: Scale and Size; NCTM Links: 
Geometry, Algebra. 



THURSDAY, JUNE 16  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (813) A World of Friends 
Barney helps the children learn about animal homes by discovering animals that make their homes in the park. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4084) Banana in the Stone 
Telly and Baby Bear are taking care of Curly for the day and since Hooper's Store has run out of apples, Curly's favorite snack, 
they try to get her to try another healthy snack- a banana! Unfortunately, Curly keeps turning it away so they tell her the story of 
"The Banana in the Stone," hoping to inspire her to try the banana. In the story, whoever pulls the banana out of the stone will be 
the king or queen of the medieval land. At the end, the young bear (Baby Bear) pulls the banana out of the stone in order to give it 
to his hungry little sister. By the time the story is over, Curly Bear, being so drawn to bananas through the story, had already eaten 
half the banana! Guest: Lang Lang - (22 year old pianist sensation from China) 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (124) Size Me Up 
Hacker plans to launch a new virus at Motherboard - one that will crash her hard drive once and for all so he can take over 
cyberspace. To stop the kids and Digit from getting in his way, he tricks them into a cybersite from which escape seems impossible. 
In a confounding juxtaposition of scale and size, the kids first find themselves in a land of giants - then become giants themselves 
in a land of little people. The kids must cope with these disparities in scale and size, and use their brainpower to escape and warn 
Motherboard before Hacker can launch his virus. The Big Idea: You can create an exact likeness of something--though one that is a 
different size--by multiplying the size of every part of your original by the same number. Math Topic: Scale and Size; NCTM Links: 
Geometry, Algebra. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (904) Buster's Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy 
Buster's Green Thumb - Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost - which makes for even better 
tomatoes! But he's dismayed when he runs out of fresh veggies to give away. until his new friend who runs the community garden 
shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy - Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the 
coveted "Good Behavior of the Week" cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on getting the prize, can D.W. show him how it's 
done, or will Timmy stand in his way? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (121) Good-Bye T-Bone/The Truth About Dogs and Cats 
"Good-Bye T-Bone"--Clifford and Cleo misunderstand a conversation they overhear and think T-Bone is moving away. They vow to 
make T- Bone's last day on Birdwell Island extra special. They eventually learn to listen to a whole story before jumping to 
conclusions -- but the good friends enjoy a truly special day nonetheless! "The Truth about Dogs and Cats"--When two cats "move 
in" to the tree next door to T-Bone, the dogs try everything to get rid of them, but they soon discover that they have no real 
reason not to like the cats. The dogs learn that, just because individuals are different, it doesn't mean they can't be friends. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (324) Rise and Bloom/Dragon Scouts 
Rise and Bloom - Max really wants to see the Bursting Blossoms bloom in Dragon Land - a spectacular, once-a-year event. This 
special event only happens at sunrise, and Max just can't seem to shake off his sleepiness and get himself going. Luckily, Max's 
friends have some strategies to help him feel more awake. When they finally arrive (fully awake) on Blossom Ridge, just in time for 
the sunrise, they aresurprised to find that the Bursting Blossoms need some help waking up. Max springs to action using his 
recently learned techniques to help the flowers shake off their sleepiness, and everyone celebrates as the amazing blossoms burst 
with color and shower sparkly pollen all around them. Dragon Scouts - Emmy is excited to go to Cassie's Dragon Scouts meeting. But 
when Cassie has to leave unexpectedly, Emmy's not sure how to make friends with the other Scouts, who are helping an old dragon 
woman take care of her garden and twinkle berry trees. Emmy tries being friendly and does her work close by. The Scouts talk to 
her, but they don't invite her to join them. Emmy tries a special berry-picking trick to attract attention, and the Scouts are 
impressed until the trick backfires, covering everyone with twinkleberries. Emmy is embarrassed, but is encouraged when one scout 
finds the incident funny. The next task is bringing water buckets to water thirsty flowers, but the buckets are so heavy that the 
Scouts can't carry them. Emmy suggests teamwork - one Scout holds the bucket and one Scout fills it until it's just the right 
weight. When Cassie returns, Emmy is happily working side by side with the Scouts, who invite her to visit them again soon. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (108) Rodeo Cowgirl (Houston, Texas) 
When Buster arrives in Houston, he is disappointed to learn that Texas isn't all cowboys and open country. Then he meets12 year-
old Tayler, a self- described "rodeo rat" and grand-daughter of retired African American rodeo star Cornelius Cleveland. Buster 
goes on an adventure into the heart - and history - of cowboy country. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (134) Adventure! 



Today is full of adventure! Caillou, Daddy, and Rosie take the car to the car wash, which is scary for Rosie at first. But, big brother 
Caillou explains everything to his sister, who ends up liking the car wash too! Caillou, Rosie, and their babysitter, Julie, use their 
imagination to travel to pretend far away places like the desert, a big mountain, and even waterfalls in the tropical forest. Then the 
family goes to a theme park. Caillou is excited but a little scared to go on all the rides. Rexy and DeeDee go adventuring under a 
box in the yard. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (118) The Excuse Note/on the Job 
THE EXCUSE NOTE: Sister sees the upside of having a twisted ankle when she presents the teacher with a note from home, 
excusing her from the rigors of gym class. She prolongs her convalescence as long as she can, but when Teacher Jane spots her 
running and playing at recess, her respite from gym class is over. Ultimately, Sister wants to get in shape for the soccer team 
tryouts and realizes the hard work of gym class will help her become the athlete she hopes to be. ON THE JOB: When Teacher 
Bob assigns his class a project on what they'd like to do when they grow up, everyone seems to know where their interests lie 
except Brother. After exploring Bear Country to see what types of jobs there are, Brother discovers he's interested in many 
things. Now his problem is deciding which one to include in his project. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1624) Fathers & Music 
Folksinger Ella Jenkins visits Mister Rogers today with her ukulele and shares songs her father enjoyed as "Fathers and Music" 
week continues. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (509) Earl's Too Cool/When I Was Five 
Making new friends and keeping old friends is too cool. key words: too, five featured consonant sounds: t, f 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (718)  
 Chris, a direct descendent of a Lakota soldier, takes Buster behind the scenes at the Crazy Horse Memorial. Buster also gets a 
close up look at a South Dakota tradition with the Lantis family on a buffalo round up full of cowboy adventures. 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (109) Buster's Buffalo Round-Up (Rapid City, South Dakot 
Buster experiences the traditions, history, and adventure of South Dakota. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (909) D.W. Beats All/Buster The Myth Maker 
D.W. Beats All - After the Tibbles get a set of drums to play at the music festival, D.W. is determined to get an even bigger and 
louder one. But when Mom tells her she can't get everything she wants (gasp!) D.W. realizes that she can march to a different 
beat. Buster the Myth Maker - Buster is always telling the most incredible stories - like the one about the rat in the soda bottle, or 
grasshopper eyes in Crinkle-Chaw gum! Now he claims there is a tiger in the state forest, which of course explains all those missing 
dogs. (Huh?) Can Arthur help Buster separate fact from fiction in order to solve this mystery? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (115) Surprise, Surprise 
Chrissy is down in the dumps because the pop star Enrique has not answered the hundreds of fan letters she has sent. So Maya 
decides to cheer her up with a surprise birthday party. When all the party preparations - from the cake to the decor to the 
entertainment - go awry, Maya reasons there's only one way to salvage things: get Enrique himself to show up! With Miguel and 
Abuelita at her side, Maya braves hordes of Enrique-maniacs in an effort to convince the megastar to make an appearance at her 
friend's birthday. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (304) A Piece of the Action 
Digit disappears while visiting his friends the Scritters, so Motherboard sends Matt, Jackie and Inez to investigate. They discover 
that Hacker has found a supply of Magnetite, and will use it to fill up a rocket capable of erasing all of Motherboard's memory 
disks. Can the kids stop Hacker before he collects a hundred percent of the Magnetite he needs to launch the rocket, or will 
Motherboard be shut down once and for all? 



FRIDAY, JUNE 17  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (814) Who's Your Neighbor? 
Through pretend play, Barney and the children learn about their community and the people that help them live safely and happily 
there. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4033)  
Cookie Monster is in search of cookies as usual. He can smell cookies in the air, but every time he comes upon some friends with 
cookies, he is told that he cannot have any because they are being used for something else. Cookie Monster fights his instincts and 
refrains from eating the cookies. However, there is someone else stealing the cookies and Cookie Monster is continuously blamed! 
He is very, very frustrated because he is telling the truth but no one believes him given his usual tendencies. Out of the blue, 
Cookiehood arrives on his horse and we learn that he is the one who has been stealing all of the cookies and giving them away. 
Everyone apologizes to Cookie for underestimating him and for not believing what he said. Then Cookiehood goes off to Hooper's to 
buy cookies for Cookie Monster. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (304) A Piece of the Action 
Digit disappears while visiting his friends the Scritters, so Motherboard sends Matt, Jackie and Inez to investigate. They discover 
that Hacker has found a supply of Magnetite, and will use it to fill up a rocket capable of erasing all of Motherboard's memory 
disks. Can the kids stop Hacker before he collects a hundred percent of the Magnetite he needs to launch the rocket, or will 
Motherboard be shut down once and for all? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up 
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy's Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn't be more excited, until she discovers that she's 
going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what's going on let alone stay awake? Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey guest 
stars to show Muffy why Bizet's "Carmen" can be a whole lot more fun than ` Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced five 
quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom's schedule is disrupting his 
perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they'll always be 
priority number one. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (122) The Big Sleepover/Dog for a Day 
"The Big Sleepover"--Emily is going off the Island for a night and asks Charley to baby-sit for Clifford. The day goes pretty well, 
but when night falls, Clifford really misses Emily. The whole town bands together to get the big red dog through the night, 
discovering that they can accomplish anything if they put their minds to it! "Dog for a Day"--Fed up with his "responsibilities," 
Charley decides he would like to lead a dog's life -- no chores, no school, no problems. But a hilarious dream teaches him that he 
likes being just who he is. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (325) Musical Scales/Something's Missing 
Musical Scales - Max taught Zak and Wheezie a song in Spanish and English that they have practiced very hard to perform for 
Princess Kidoodle. As Max, Emmy, and Enrique (who is conspicuously wearing a new hat) arrive, they meet Cassie and Ord, who are 
puzzled that Zak and Wheezie refuse to come out. The group travels down to the twins' cave where they find Zak and Wheezie 
hiding - mortified that they are shedding their beautiful scales! After several failed attempts to cover their bare spots, the twins 
decide to cancel the show. Everyone goes to tell the princess, but Enrique stays back with Zak and Wheezie. He pulls off his hat to 
reveal an embarrassingly bad haircut. He convinces the twins to sing if he sings with them. So the three friends perform, receiving 
cheers from everyone! Something's Missing - When Emmy goes off to camp for a week, Max goes to Dragon Land alone, afraid he 
won't have any fun without Emmy. To help Max enjoy himself more, Cassie suggests that they do some of the things Emmy is having 
fun doing at camp: swimming, taking nature hikes and sitting around a campfire. But Max still misses Emmy, and wishes she could 
see all the great things they're doing in Dragon land. Oh, but she can! Max comes up with a plan to take pictures of their nature 
hike, and send them to his sister. It makes Max feel much, much better, knowing that he can share his fun time with her. And he 
can't wait to get home to see if Emmy sent him a letter from camp telling about all the fun she is having, too! 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (109) Buster's Buffalo Round-Up (Rapid City, South Dakot 
Buster experiences the traditions, history, and adventure of South Dakota. Chris, a direct descendent of a Lakota soldier, takes 
Buster behind the scenes at the Crazy Horse Memorial. Buster also gets a close up look at a South Dakota tradition with the Lantis 
family on a buffalo round up full of cowboy adventures. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (137) Old and New 



Grandpa shows Caillou a tree with a special hiding place ? the same place his Daddy used when he was Caillou's age! When getting 
ready for his neighborhood's garage sale, Caillou finds that parting with his old toys isn't an easy job. Later, Caillou helps Mommy 
clean out the attic, and they come across an old chest, and discover neat treasures inside. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (119) Too Small for the Team/The Prize Pumpkin 
TOO SMALL FOR THE TEAM: Sister is keen on joining the school soccer team, but Coach Brown thinks she still has some growing 
to do before she's ready to compete with the bigger cubs. Sister grudgingly accepts the position of team manager instead. It's a 
tough job and Sister's perseverance doesn't go unnoticed by the coach, who ultimately invites her to play in a big soccer match. 
THE PRIZE PUMPKIN: Papa's longstanding friendship with Farmer Ben becomes strained when winning first place at a pumpkin 
growing contest becomes far too important. On Thanksgiving Day, after his pumpkin fails to take the blue ribbon, Papa is thankful 
that Farmer Ben still wants to be his friend in spite his unneighbourly behavior during the competition. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1625) Fathers & Music 
Mister Rogers visits with cellist Yo-Yo Ma and his son, Nicholas. Later, Mister Rogers' own son and grandson pay him a visit. And 
there's rejoicing in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe as fathers make music. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (715)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (110) Moose on the Loose (Jackson Hole, Wyoming) 
Amidst the beauty of Jackson Hole, Buster is determined to track down a moose to show his friends back home. With help from 
some knowledgeable nature lovers, Buster discovers all that Wyoming offers: fly fishing, bird watching, and maybe even the elusive 
moose. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (910) Binky Goes Nuts/Breezy Listening Blues 
Binky Goes Nuts - When Binky discovers that he's allergic to peanuts, he has so many questions: Will he be forced to live without 
Chinese food? Will he ever again be able to eat with his friends? And most importantly, will his Mom ever calm down? Binky learns 
that the best way not to go nuts is to be well informed, and to understand his allergy. Breezy Listening Blues - Much to his horror, 
Brain gets a "B-" on a test. That's only one grade above a C! What caused this disaster? Could it be the new "Breezy Listening" 
background music playing at the Ice Cream Shop? Brain is determined to get to the bottom of this before he loses what's left of 
his IQ. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (116) An Okri-Dokey Day 
When Maya realizes that their neighbors Greg and Isoka Okri don't have any children of their own, she concludes that their life 
must be horribly empty - after all, her parents are always saying how Maya and Miguel are the light of their lives. So Maya 
engineers things so she and Miguel spend the better part of a weekend with the Okris. However, between roller coaster rides, kid-
friendly restaurants, homemade facial treatments, and breakfast in bed, the Okris get a lot more than they bargained for. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE. In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all skate-
off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing! With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their 
performance to the changing arena? The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very different 
areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 



SUNDAY, JUNE 19  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (815) Squares, Squares, Everywhere 
Nick's homework is to find as many squares as he can. It's great fun when Barney and the kids help! 
 
7:00 AM GEORGE SHRINKS (140) Hound of the Bathervilles 
George and Becky start a Pet-wash in their yard with proceeds going to charity. Then things take a turn when a seemingly stray dog 
turns out to be someone's cherished pet. 
 
7:30 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (111) No Small Parts/Fine Feathered Friend 
No Small Parts - Nina has made her friends the stars in her new play about springtime, but she insists that everything be done her 
way. When her cast and crew quit, she is finally able to do everything herself. Will her one- person production be a success? Fine 
Feathered Friend - Norville is molting, and he is so embarrassed by the way he looks that he refuses to let his friends see him. How 
will Norville's friends help him to see that they like him for who he is, not what he looks like? 
 
8:00 AM THOMAS & FRIENDS (109) Patience 
Thomas Gets it Right - Thomas has to take some eggs across the island. He is frustrated to have to go so slowly and starts to 
speed up. When the eggs start breaking, Thomas feels badly. All is not lost, and when most of the eggs are delivered safely, Sir 
Topham Hatt declares him a Really Useful Engine! What's the Matter with Henry - Thomas and Percy don't believe Henry when he 
says he doesn't feel well. They leave him with lots of trucks to pull to teach him a lesson. When Emily notices that Henry is leaking 
water, Thomas and Percy are sorry for tricking him, and Henry is soon fixed and good as new. As Good as Gordon - Emily must pull 
Gordon's express. Gordon always crosses the Island of Sodor "twice by tea-time," and Emily is desperate to prove she can to do 
the same. She is so single-minded that her steam dries up, and her coal runs out. Sir Topham Hatt is cross. To make amends, Emily 
volunteers to take the slow train. 
 
8:30 AM BOB THE BUILDER (105) Taking Responsibility 
There are plenty of important jobs to do, and the team learn how to take responsibility. In Mr Bentley - Dogsitter, Mr Bentley has 
his hands full looking after the Mayor's Dog. Spud learns to own up to his mistakes in Spud's Statue. And Trix takes on one job too 
many in Trix's Pumpkin Pie. 
 
9:00 AM ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up 
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy's Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn't be more excited, until she discovers that she's 
going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what's going on let alone stay awake? Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey guest 
stars to show Muffy why Bizet's "Carmen" can be a whole lot more fun than ` Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced five 
quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom's schedule is disrupting his 
perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they'll always be 
priority number one. 
 
9:30 AM MAYA & MIGUEL (109) La Calavera 
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for school, she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to 
borrow a prized possession: a calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the Dead celebration. Maya 
promises to let nothing happen to this special calavera. Her presentation goes well, but Maya loses the calavera! After Theo, 
Maggie, Chrissy and Andy each share their fantastical ideas about how the lost calavera will make Abuela feel, Maya herself feels 
horrible. She promised her abuela that she wouldn't let anything happen to it! Then, as luck would have it, Maya discovers that she 
accidentally switched backpacks with another student, and the calavera is recovered. An 
excited Maya can't contain herself, and while jumping up and down, breaks the calavera! Maya is determined not to let her abuela 
down, and goes to great lengths to have the calavera re-made. Unfortunately, this, too, is a disaster. When Abuela is finally told 
the truth, Maya is surprised - Abuela is happy! Not about the calavera, but about Maya's good grade on her 
presentation. And though Abuela misses the calavera, she thinks that 
 
10:00 AM CYBERCHASE (308) Be Reasonable 
Hacker returns to the Cybrary to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. 
Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn't escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrary's most 
valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard! 
 
10:30 AM JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEY WINKS (101) Pie Filling 
Piggley, Ferny, Dannan and Molly just can't resist eating one of Mrs. Winks's fresh-baked pies...even though she told them it was 
off limits. The friends decide to pool their creativity to bake a new pie before Mrs. Winks finds out. After much hard work-and a 



run-in with a feisty goat who refuses to share the apples in his orchard-the kids realize that a simple apology might have been 
easier and wiser in the long-run. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones and kids talk about why it's always better to tell the truth. 
 
11:00 AM SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT (129) Wedding Day Mess/A Catfish Tale 
Wedding Day Mess - Tai Tai and Foolish Magistrate are planning a beautiful wedding in their garden for their niece, Enguan, 
however, Enguan is nervous about meeting her fiance for the first time since they were young. The only things to give her solace 
are the kittens and her memories of playing with Baba when they were both younger. After enduring a number of mishaps before 
and during the wedding, the new bride and groom are brought together by laughter, all thanks to the Miao family. A Catfish Tale - 
When Sagwa catches her Yeh-Yeh talking to a friendly fish, she mocks the possibility that she and the fish are related. After a 
magical story of love between a young cat and fish, Sagwa realizes the importance of family and respect. 



MONDAY, JUNE 20  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (815) Squares, Squares, Everywhere 
Nick's homework is to find as many squares as he can. It's great fun when Barney and the kids help! 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4034) Bert's Birthday 
It is Bert's birthday and Ernie is very excited. He has planned a party complete with elephants, honkers, and dingers, but Bert has 
other ideas. When Ernie surprises Bert, Bert says he would really like a day of peace and quiet so he can read his book. Even though 
Ernie is excited about the party, he realizes that Bert really wants to be alone so he respects this wish and leaves. Ernie works 
very hard to keep himself occupied on Sesame Street so that he will not go back to the apartment and bother Bert. Eventually Bert 
realizes he really misses Ernie and he goes out to find him. When he tells Ernie that he changed his mind about the party, Ernie 
understands and immediately gets the party started again. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE. In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all skate-
off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing! With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their 
performance to the changing arena? The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very different 
areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (907) Three's A Crowd/A Is for Angry 
Three's a Crowd - Prunella's favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her Mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina 
joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier... or that three's a crowd? Can Prunella learn to share her Mom - or will she have 
to give up yoga forever!? A is for Angry- When Arthur decides to take-on Brain at an all school checkers competition, everyone 
rallies behind the underdog. That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support 
back.and does he even want it back? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (123) T-Bone, Dog About Town/Clifford's Big Heart 
"T-Bone, Dog About Town"--A cute little poodle named Mimi comes to Birdwell Island on vacation, and T-Bone gets a crush. He 
starts trying to be the kind of dog he thinks she will like, but learns that it's always best to just be yourself. "Clifford's Big 
Heart"--Clifford works hard to try to make Emily the perfect Valentine to show her how much he loves her. In the end, he learns 
that it's his presence, not presents, that means the most to Emily Elizabeth. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (326) Green Thumbs/Hand In Hand 
Green Thumbs - Following a torrential storm, the gang discovers Lily, a baby flower, helplessly floating downstream after being 
uprooted by the rain. They learn that she was separated from her family and misses them dearly. The gang knows that she's too 
little to take care of herself, and they use what they know to plant her in a bucket of soil and promise to take her back to where 
she belongs. Along the way they need to figure out how to keep her healthy and happy, and discover that, in addition to soil, Lily 
needs sun and water to live -but not too much! They find Lily's home eventually and transfer her back into the ground where she 
belongs. The surrounding flowers immediately thank the gang with a beautiful song and a spectacular shower of glittering petals. 
Hand in Hand - Max and Emmy can't seem to agree on anything! Their constant arguing upsets Enrique, who makes a wish on a 
magical wishing well for Max and Emmy to stop arguing and become closer. Enrique rejoins the group to find Max and Emmy holding 
hands - what he doesn't realize is that they are stuck together! When the gang goes back to the wishing well to reverse the wish, 
the well is full and can't accept any more wishes until its coins are brought to the bank. The friends empty the well and race the 
clock to deposit the coins before the bank closes. Along the way, Max and Emmy must cooperate and make decisions together. 
Enrique's wish gone awry is ultimately reversed, and Max and Emmy learn some valuable ways to get along. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (110) Moose on the Loose (Jackson Hole, Wyoming) 
Amidst the beauty of Jackson Hole, Buster is determined to track down a moose to show his friends back home. With help from 
some knowledgeable nature lovers, Buster discovers all that Wyoming offers: fly fishing, bird watching, and maybe even the elusive 
moose. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (138) Vacations 
Caillou's first airplane ride brings lots of new experiences: a fun breakfast, an amazing view out the window and a trip to the flight 
deck with Daddy. Also, Caillou misses his friend Sarah when she goes away on an all-summer trip to China. Teddy is heartbroken 
when the family goes on a trip and he's left behind. 
 



11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (120) The Bad Habit/Ferdy Factual 
THE BAD HABIT: Sister develops a habit of nail biting and various attempts to find a remedy are unsuccessful. When Brother 
notices a connection between Sister's math anxiety and her nail biting, he offers his services as a tutor. Sister's fingernails start 
growing back when she no longer worries about how to add and subtract fractions. FERDY FACTUAL: When Brother promises to 
help a new kid get settled in at school, he's shocked to discover that Ferdy Factual is a stuck up know-it-all that corrects everyone 
including Teacher Bob. Although Brother tries harder than most to be Ferdy's friend, the pint size genius continues to snub him. 
Regardless, when he becomes the laughing stock of the school, Ferdy finally realizes who his real friends are. Not only does 
Brother go to Ferdy's defence, his example helps Ferdy understand that sometimes the best way to make friends is to be one. In 
return, Ferdy takes the opportunity Brother presents to him to make it up to everyone by using his smarts to help the school 
football team win an important victory. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1641) Mister Rogers Talks About Art 
Mr. McFeely shows Mister Rogers a chalk portrait that Bob Trow has made of Mrs. McFeely. Bob's also making one of Mr. McFeely. 
They visit Bob and watch him finish a portrait of Mr. McFeely. In the Neighborhood of Make_ Believe, Robert Troll is doing a 
portrait of King Friday and his pet bird. The King likes the portrait so much, he wants Lady Aberlin to have everyone in the 
Neighborhood make a portrait of him! Lady Aberlin makes sure to stress that everyone will have his and her own way of making a 
picture of the king. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (503) The Robbery at the Diamond Dog Diner 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (716)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (111) Rock and Roll (Boulder, Colorado) 
Amidst the splendor of El Dorado Canyon in Boulder, Buster climbs mountains - literally - and faces his insecurities. A group of 
enthusiastic young rock climbers show Buster how to overcome a challenge, one step at a time. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (810) Big Horns George/Bleep 
Big Horns George - Koko Taylor and Taj Mahal guest-star in this episode celebrating "The Year of The Blues." George is inspired to 
write and perform his own blues song when he's introduced to the music of Koko Taylor. But stage fright and self-doubt overwhelm 
him .. . until Koko and Taj encourage George to keep singing those blues! Bleep - D.W. overhears a mysterious word and immediately 
embarks on a quest to discover its meaning. This word must be very powerful -- after all, a boy said it and his mom nearly fainted! 
Can D.W. risk the consequences of blurting out <"BLEEP!"> to her parents? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (117) Chrissy's Big Move 
Maya's friend Chrissy discovers that her father has been transferred and is moving the whole family to Hong Kong. Chrissy is so 
distraught that she doesn't want to go. Eager to help her friend adjust to a very different culture, Maya enlists Miguel and the 
gang to " introduce" Chrissy to Hong Kong. They stage an imaginative (and homemade) "voyage" to show her a variety of interesting 
places: a restaurant that serves dim sum, a pink dolphin-watching cruise, and the dragon boat races. By the end, Chrissy is so 
enchanted that she can't wait to move to Hong Kong. Unfortunately, the transfer falls through...and Chrissy doesn't move. But at 
least "las tres amigas" get to stay together! 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (125) A Battle of Equals 
Hacker pollutes cyberspace with dangerous cyberstatic by tampering with four satellites designed to keep everything free from 
cyber- static cling. But is his plan only to trash cyberspace - or does he have something even more devious up his cloak? The kids 
learn the answer as they use balance scales and equations to restore the satellites and save Motherboard. The Big Idea: You can 
use an equation - a statement that two different expressions are equal to each other - to find unknown values that make the 
equation true. Math Topic: Balancing Equations NCTM Links: Algebra, Representation, Connections. 



TUESDAY, JUNE 21  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (816) Let's Go for a Ride! 
Mario's toy car and BJ's remote-controlled car prompt a discussion of cars, and then buses for a fun-filled day of pretend play. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4100) "What Happens Next?" Show 
Elmo is excited to play a messy scientific game show called, "What Happens Next?" with Oscar as the host! With the help of his 
adult friends on Sesame Street, Elmo learns lots of new things about what would happen next if, for example, Slimey jumps into a 
little mud pool from a low diving board, and then from a high board. Would there be a little splash or a big splash? Elmo uses fun 
science words such as hypothesis when making guesses about what would happen next. Elmo has a great time learning to observe, 
making guesses, and checking to see if his hypothesis is correct! Guest: India Arie - (Singer) 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (125) A Battle of Equals 
Hacker pollutes cyberspace with dangerous cyberstatic by tampering with four satellites designed to keep everything free from 
cyber- static cling. But is his plan only to trash cyberspace - or does he have something even more devious up his cloak? The kids 
learn the answer as they use balance scales and equations to restore the satellites and save Motherboard. The Big Idea: You can 
use an equation - a statement that two different expressions are equal to each other - to find unknown values that make the 
equation true. Math Topic: Balancing Equations NCTM Links: Algebra, Representation, Connections. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (908) The "A" Team/Emily Swallows A Horse 
The "A" Team - Francine and Brain are the best players on the soccer team and, well, sometimes they wish their teammates could 
take the game a bit more seriously. So when they make the Elwood City All- Stars Traveling Team, they're as happy as they could 
be. Ore are they? Is winning really everything - or is there something about playing with friends that can't be beat. Emily Swallows 
a Horse - Emily really wants the sparkly ball D.W. justfound, so she tells a little white lie about how Marie-Helene actually gave it 
to her. No harm done, right? But then Emily has to tell even bigger lies to cover her story! Will she be like that old woman in the 
fairy tale, who had to swallow the horse to eat her lie... er, fly? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (124) Who Me, Jealous?/A Bunny in a Haystack 
"Who Me, Jealous?"--Mrs. Diller is taking care of Susie, her sister's puppy, for the weekend. Does Mrs. Diller like the cute little 
puppy better than she likes Cleo? Cleo determines to "out-cute" the puppy and win back Mrs. Diller's affection. But she soon finds 
that Mrs. Diller thinks Cleo is perfect just the way she is. "A Bunny in a Haystack"--When Emily brings home the class bunny, 
Clifford, Cleo and T-Bone learn what a big responsibility it is to take care of a pet! 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (327) Cassie, The Green-Eyed Dragon/Hello, Miss Tipps 
Cassie, the Green-eyed Dragon - Everyone rushes to the School in the Sky to see Cassie's big surprise - her little brother, Finn! 
She has brought him to school so that she can tell all her friends how adorable her baby brother is. As she is speaking, she can't 
help but notice all the attention this cute tiny tyke is taking away from her. When Cassie simply can't take it anymore, she blurts 
out: "I wish I'd never brought him!" Quetzal speaks with Cassie and she admits that she's jealous. Quetzal assures her that this is 
very normal among brothers and sisters. Cassie feels better, but now Finn is hungry and no one seems to be able to feed him. Thank 
heavens for big sisters! Cassie knows some tricks that coax Finn into eating his snack, saving the day. Hello, Miss Tipps - When 
Quetzal is called away for the day, the youngdragons and their friends face a substitute teacher, Miss Tipps, for the first time. 
This change in routine upsets Lorca. He has been looking forward to hearing Quetzal tell the story of Prince Griffin, and is 
disappointed as Miss Tipps takes the students on a field trip, has music at a different time with strange instruments, and offers 
the class an unfamiliar treat at snack time. By the end of the day, Lorca is surprised when Miss Tipps concludes the day by reading 
the story of Prince Griffin. To the students' (and Lorca's) delight, all of the activities they did that day that strayed from their 
routine were actually parts of the story of Prince Griffin. Sometimes a little change can be... a beautiful thing! 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (111) Rock and Roll (Boulder, Colorado) 
Amidst the splendor of El Dorado Canyon in Boulder, Buster climbs mountains - literally - and faces his insecurities. A group of 
enthusiastic young rock climbers show Buster how to overcome a challenge, one step at a time. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (139) Getting The Message 
Caillou learns there are many different ways to communicate. He makes friends with Robbie, a deaf boy he meets in the park, and 
learns how to communicate using sign language. Shopping with Daddy, Caillou and Rosie help to surprise Mommy by keeping a secret 
about her special gift. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (121) The Big Blooper/Nothing to Do 



THE BIG BLOOPER: While visiting her friend's house, Sister watches a video intended for a teenage audience. The movie contains 
some " colorful" language, which Sister innocently repeats at the Bears' dinner table. After Sister explains where she heard the 
offensive word, Mama tells her how their language has thousands of words to choose from, by picking words that show she respects 
the feelings of others, she'll be saying a lot about herself. NOTHING TO DO: Mama finds Brother and Sister sad and grumpy 
because they have nothing to do. She suggests a number of entertaining things, but the cubs reject each one in turn. Not wanting 
them to suffer from boredom any longer, Mama finds jobs that need to be done around the house. All of a sudden the cubs have a 
change of heart; the entertaining things she suggested earlier now sound pretty good. However, seeing Mama and Papa working so 
hard compels Brother and Sister to roll up their sleeves and help with the work. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1642) Mister Rogers Talks About Art 
Mister Rogers shows an animation device that a friend made. He also shows slides and a reproduction of famous works by Picasso. 
In Make Believe, Lady Aberlin is making her portrait of the King; X The Owl and Henrietta have already finished theirs. Lady Elaine 
isn't interested in doing a portrait of King Friday and sends over a Picasso instead! Mister Rogers goes to Chef Brocketts' Bakery 
to hear The Spanish Singing Bakers. Back at his place he makes a rhythm rattle similar to the one the singers use. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (303) What Parakeets Need 
Theo and Cleo give the cubs a pet parakeet...but will Sweety Tweety talk? Designated Reader: Kelly Ripa. Key word: parakeet. 
Target vowel: double e - ee 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (717)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (112) Hoops and Drums (Lander, Wyoming) 
On the Wind River Reservation, Buster meets kids from the Shoshone and Northern Arapaho tribes who teach him Native 
traditions including drumming and pow wow dancing. He also learns about another important tradition in this community - basketball 
- when he gets to participate in a clinic with his new friend Stephan. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (809) Flea to Be You and Me/Kiss and Tell 
Flea to Be You and Me - Pal is itching like crazy and the culprit is Pepe, an Italian circus flea. To save himself from being 
"squeeshed," Pepe enthralls Kate, Pal, and Amigo with the story of his heartbreaking separation from brother Sale -- followed by an 
incredible journey across four continents! Kiss and Tell - Emily returns from her summer in Paris with the amazing news that she's 
been kissed .... by a boy! Just like in a fairy tale! Now D.W. wants a kiss so that she can be a princess, too. But where can she find 
her Prince Charming? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (118) Career Day 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (307) A Perfect Fit 
The monster Gigabyte returns! The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a remote, Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a variety of obstacles, and block the rays of the sun before it can energize the metal 
monster and cause chaos! 



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (817) That Makes Me Mad! 
Barney acknowledges that everyone gets angry sometimes, and encourages his friends to find good ways to express and deal with 
their anger. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4085) Health Food Game Show 
It's time to play "The Healthy Foods Name Game!" with Mr. Healthy Food as the game show host! Elmo has to find four healthy 
foods of various colors on Sesame Street before the mouse climbs to the top of the refrigerator. First, Elmo sets off to find a 
healthy food that is red and sees Luis who is cooking fajitas with red peppers, which are healthy and taste great! Zoe and Elmo find 
a white healthy food together. Old MacDonald and Gladys the Cow suddenly appear and give them a fresh glass of milk filled with 
Vitamin D! Gladys wants to play! They all head over to the vegetable garden together in search of a green healthy food. They find 
lettuce, a healthy and crunchy part of any meal! Finally, just as they are looking for a purple food to win the game, they see Snuffy 
who is pushing a giant purple eggplant home for his Mom to make some Eggplant Parmalupagus! Now that Elmo and his friends have 
found all four healthy foods, they receive their big, healthy prize. They get to eat all the delicious and colorful foods that they've 
found! EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: To learn about nutrition, specifically appreciating healthy foods, and to learn about counting, 
color & light, observation, and task persistence. Guests: Ken Jennings - "Jeopardy's" All-Time Champion!) and Wyclef Jean (Singer) 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (307) A Perfect Fit 
The monster Gigabyte returns! The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a remote, Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a variety of obstacles, and block the rays of the sun before it can energize the metal 
monster and cause chaos! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (909) D.W. Beats All/Buster The Myth Maker 
D.W. Beats All - After the Tibbles get a set of drums to play at the music festival, D.W. is determined to get an even bigger and 
louder one. But when Mom tells her she can't get everything she wants (gasp!) D.W. realizes that she can march to a different 
beat. Buster the Myth Maker - Buster is always telling the most incredible stories - like the one about the rat in the soda bottle, or 
grasshopper eyes in Crinkle-Chaw gum! Now he claims there is a tiger in the state forest, which of course explains all those missing 
dogs. (Huh?) Can Arthur help Buster separate fact from fiction in order to solve this mystery? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (112) Sing-A-Song Norville/ Tell Me A Tale 
Sing-A-Song Norville - After encouraging Norville to practice his singing, it's up to Clifford to find a way to tell his friend his 
constant singing is inconsiderate. Tell Me A Tale - A snowstorm keeps Shun, Emily Elizabeth and Nina fromgoing outside to play. 
Shun thinks of a fun way to relieve their boredom. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (328) Super Snow Day/Make No Mistake 
Super Snow Day - It's a warm spring day, but Enrique walks into the playroom and finds Max & Emmy in their winter gear. They're 
going sledding  on Snowy Summit in Dragon Land. Enrique has never even seen snow except for in books or on TV, so he is hesitant 
to try sledding. When the gang decides to go to Icicle Cave, a place only accessible by sled, Enrique decides not to go. His friends 
really want him to come, so they decide to help Enrique take small steps to safely overcome his fear and see how much fun snow and 
sledding can be. By taking it slow and facing small hills, Enrique gradually warms up to the snow. When they arrive safely at Icicle 
Cave, Enrique teaches them a Spanish song about hot chocolate. Everyone joins in singing as Zak and Wheezie accompany them on 
the icicle xylophones. Make No Mistake - Max can hardly contain his joy-he just got the lead role in the School in the Sky play! 
He's so excited about the lights, the sets and the costumes that he hasn't even thought about the audience or even the possibility 
of making a mistake-until he overhears Zak telling Wheezie how embarrassing it could be to mess up in front of everybody. 
Suddenly, Max is paralyzed with fear. He definitely doesn't want to make a mistake in front of all those dragons! Noticing his 
apprehension, his friends tell him not to worry-everyone makes mistakes. They even suggest ways to make him less nervous, like 
taking deep breaths. Max is still scared. When Ord and Quetzal both slip up on stage and laugh it off, Max realizes that even the 
most confident of his friends can make mistakes. In spite of his fears, and even a small mistake, Max takes center stage. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (112) Hoops and Drums (Lander, Wyoming) 
On the Wind River Reservation, Buster meets kids from the Shoshone and Northern Arapaho tribes who teach him Native 
traditions including drumming and pow wow dancing. He also learns about another important tradition in this community - basketball 
- when he gets to participate in a clinic with his new friend Stephan. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (210) Step By Step! 
Caillou learns about the value of helping others, whether they are close friends or new acquaintances. 
 



11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (122) House of Mirrors/Too Much Pressure 
HOUSE OF MIRRORS: When something she overhears mistakenly leads Sister to believe she has "big ears", nothing Mama can do 
will convince her otherwise. So instead Mama takes Sister to the carnival and to the House of Mirrors where their mirror images 
distort them in every way, shape and form imaginable - fat, thin, stretched, squished, until finally Sister finds herself staring at a 
mirror that makes her ears look truly elephantine. By comparison, Sister realizes that her ears are not big and that bears come in 
all shapes and sizes. The important thing is that our inner goodness speaks to who we are much more than our outward appearance 
does. TOO MUCH PRESSURE: Between Brother's baseball, soccer and karate, Sister's gymnastics, art and swimming, Mama's 
quilting club and PTA and Papa's furniture orders and town council reforestation committee, The Bear Family can hardly squeeze in 
a visit to Gran and Gramps'. Devising a huge schedule board to try to keep track of who' s coming and who's going where and when, 
they're surprised to discover it's completely filled. Ultimately things come to a head as Mama finds herself in a situation where 
she and the cubs are supposed to be in three places at once. At the same time, the car breaks down...and so does Mama. Realizing 
that they just have too much pressure, the Bear Family decide to cut down on the number of their activities. That way, with the 
pressure off, they all now have the time to truly enjoy the things they do. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1643) Mister Rogers Talks About Art 
Mister Rogers shows toy planes and reads a book about going on an airplane. He also remembers the time he visited a skywriter. 
Handyman Negri does a musical portrait of the King. The Neighbors from Westwood have made a mosaic portrait, and Neighbor 
Aber does some skywriting....a portrait of King Friday! 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (412) Rumpelstiltskin 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (718)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (113) Swimming in the Desert (Phoenix, Arizona) 
In Phoenix, Buster checks out the Brophy Sports Campus, an elite training facility for swimmers that Francine has dreams of 
attending. There he meets Deni, an accomplished swimmer. Deni shows Buster the ins and outs of serious training and also shares 
his dream of becoming an astronaut. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (808) Muffy's Art Attack/Tales from the Crib 
Muffy's Art Attack - Arthur Ganson, real-life kinetic sculptor, guest stars in this episode about art appreciation. When Muffy sees 
Ganson' s machines, she brags that she can make even better ones ... until the artist himself shows her that art is beautiful when 
created out of self-expression, not competition. Tales from the Crib - Vicita is upset at having to trade in her cherished crib for a 
big-girl bed, so D.W. shares her story of that same rite of passage. D.W. was also reluctant to make the transition to a bed without 
bars, but then discovered the joys -- and responsibilities -- of her new-found freedom. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (119) I've Got to Be Mi-Guel 
Tito really admires his big cousin Miguel. So much so, in fact, that he begins to feel bad about himself - after all, Miguel does 
everything so well, it's sometimes hard to measure up. But at Maya's inadvertent suggestion, Tito realizes there is one way to be 
just as cool as Miguel: to imitate everything Miguel says, does, and wears, from his sneakers to his haircut. Miguel is flattered by 
this new "mini-Miguel," but Maya gradually finds the whole thing annoying, and even more so because the flattery is clearly going to 
Miguel's head. It's only when Tito - in helping Maya and Miguel in an emergency - discovers some of his own talents that he goes 
back to being just plain Tito. Everyone is thrilled to have him back. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar 
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious 
cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. 
When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which 
graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: 
Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy* 



THURSDAY, JUNE 23  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (818) It's Your Birthday, Barney 
It's Barney's birthday! The children, Baby Bop, and BJ plan a fun party for their purple pal. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4035) Big Bad Wolf's Brother Is Falsely Accused 
The Big Bad Wolf's brother Leonard comes to Sesame Street. He is accused of blowing down Elmo and Zoe's block structure of 
the letter "U." He promises that it was not him, but because he is a wolf and a direct relative of the Big Bad Wolf who is always 
blowing things down, he is continuously held responsible. Leonard explains that even though he is a wolf, he actually does not like to 
blow things down. He does not huff and puff like his brother. Elmo and Zoe learn that there are all different kinds of wolves and 
that Leonard actually plays violin and chess. The three of them end up playing together. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar 
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious 
cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. 
When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which 
graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: 
Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy* 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (910) Binky Goes Nuts/Breezy Listening Blues 
Binky Goes Nuts - When Binky discovers that he's allergic to peanuts, he has so many questions: Will he be forced to live without 
Chinese food? Will he ever again be able to eat with his friends? And most importantly, will his Mom ever calm down? Binky learns 
that the best way not to go nuts is to be well informed, and to understand his allergy. Breezy Listening Blues - Much to his horror, 
Brain gets a "B-" on a test. That's only one grade above a C! What caused this disaster? Could it be the new "Breezy Listening" 
background music playing at the Ice Cream Shop? Brain is determined to get to the bottom of this before he loses what's left of 
his IQ. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (125) Clothes Don't Make The Dog/Short-Changed 
"Clothes Don't Make the Dog"--T-Bone gets a new sweater, but when Mac teases him about it, he gets too embarrassed to wear it. 
He realizes that it's not what he wears that makes others like him. "Short-Changed"--When family friend Skyscraper Jackson 
visits, Emily worries that Clifford prefers the attentions of a super-tall basketball player to the attentions of a short little girl. 
Emily soon learns that love comes in all sizes. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (329) Finders Keepers/A Storybook Ending 
Finders Keepers - Today is the day the Dragon Land Aquarium opens. Everyone is ready to go except for Wheezie, who is supposed 
to clean her room - but the aquarium is so much more fun! She decides her room can wait. As the group reaches the turnstile they 
all turn to Wheezie, who is holding the tickets.or is she? Wheezie can't remember where she put them! Maybe someone has turned 
them in at the "Dragon Land Lost and Not Yet Found" or taken them to Recycle Hill at the Dragon Dump. Emmy suggests that 
Wheezie try to remember where she was when she first had the tickets-but she just can't. So the gang helps Wheezie thoroughly 
retrace her steps, which eventually leads them all the way back to her very messy room. The team helps Wheezie put her room in 
order and finally locates the elusive tickets. Wheezie learns a lesson in remembering as well as the importance of a clean room! A 
Storybook Ending - Quetzal is going to read from the Magic Story Book. Everyone has a favorite story, but Enrique has never 
chosen, so Quetzal asks him to decide. As he flips through the book of magical 3-D images, Enrique comes across one that looks like 
a young Quetzal. Admitting that he was that young dragon, Quetzal begins to tell the story of a quest that he made in his youth. 
The class and Quetzal are magically whisked into the book where they discover the origin of the Magic Story Book as they relive 
the adventure of " Quetzal's Fabled Quest." To be successful, they must first learn to see things from others' perspectives. When 
the children complete their quest, they renew the promise that Quetzal once made to share the Magic Story Book for years to 
come! 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (113) Swimming in the Desert (Phoenix, Arizona) 
In Phoenix, Buster checks out the Brophy Sports Campus, an elite training facility for swimmers that Francine has dreams of 
attending. There he meets Deni, an accomplished swimmer. Deni shows Buster the ins and outs of serious training and also shares 
his dream of becoming an astronaut. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (140) Fall Is in the Air 
Autumn brings fresh cool air and fun surprises. Caillou and Rosie have a ball playing in the piles of fallen leaves in the backyard. 
Come October, Grandpa and Caillou take a trip to the pumpkin patch and have Daddy help them carve their jack-o-lantern. In 
November, Thanksgiving seems like a big hassle until Mommy and Daddy explain its significance, which gets Caillou into the spirit. 



 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (123) Visit Fun Park/Perfect Fishing Spot 
VISIT FUN PARK: A ream of free ride tickets given to Mama at the supermarket prompts the Bear family to go to the amusement 
park. Brother boasts to friends and family that he'll fearlessly ride the legendary Thunderbolt roller coaster. However, when 
Brother sees how scary the ride actually is, he spends the rest of his day desperately trying to avoid it. The moment of reckoning 
for his boastful behavior comes, as Brother is about to board the dreaded ride and backs out at the last moment. PERFECT 
FISHING SPOT: Deciding that they're going to make Gran and Gramps' anniversary dinner special, Papa sets out to catch a prize 
winning fish as the main course and Mama sets out to make one of her blue ribbon pies for dessert. However one thing after the 
other gets in their way to the point they find themselves with no fish, no pie and no time. Ultimately it's the cubs who help Mama 
and Papa realize that it's not what's on the table but who comes to it that makes a dinner special. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1644) Mister Rogers Talks About Art 
Mister Rogers plays with clay and then visits potter, Bill Strickland. They make a pot together at the potter's wheel. In the 
Neighborhood of Make-Believe, the Queen admires the King's portrait Miss Paulificate has made on the back of a jacket, and Lady 
Elaine uses her boomerang magic to cover all the portraits with play clay. Mister Rogers talks about how we can use all kinds of art 
to express how we feel. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (225) Stop That Chicken! 
It's poultry in motion when Chicken Jane flies out of her book into the library. Featured text: storybook. Key word: stop. Target 
vowel: short o. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (719)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (114) Good Ol' Tyme (Whitesburg, Kentucky) 
Just because Buster's traveling doesn't mean that he gets out of Mr. Ratburn's assignments. He and Binky must complete a history 
report, but Buster is in rural Kentucky where Los Viajeros are performing, and there isn't a museum or historical statue in sight. 
Luckily, Carlos and Mora introduce him to fiddlers Randy and Rossi, and clogger Catherine, and the report on fiddling, square 
dancing and traditional Old Timey music gets an "A." 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (807) Desk Wars/Desperately Seeking Stanley 
Desk Wars - It's the hottest school day of the year, and tempers are even hotter. To keep the peace, Mr. Ratburn moves Brain and 
Arthur away from their usual desks ... and sets off a chain reaction resulting in the most explosive desk war in third grade history! 
Desperately Seeking Stanley - On his third birthday, Arthur's favoritepresent was Stanley, his teddy bear. Stanley protected 
Arthur when he was afraid of the dark ... and even when his new baby sister D.W. arrived. But Arthur is 8-years old now -- he 
doesn't need his furry friend anymore ... right? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (101) Mala Suerte 
When the usually meticulous Rosa scorches the family breakfast, Maya thinks the apartment is cursed with bad luck. Using 
Maggie's grandmother's Guide to Feng Shui (which they don't really have time to read thoroughly), Maya, Miguel and the gang 
redecorate the entire place in an effort to restore positive energy before Santiago brings home an important supplier for dinner 
that evening. But at dinner that night, the kids' freshly painted walls, makeshift Asian fountains, and rearranged furniture cause a 
lot more harm than good. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE. In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all skate-
off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing! With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their 
performance to the changing arena? The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very different 
areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 



FRIDAY, JUNE 24  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (819) It's Showtime! 
Barney, BJ and the kids spend the day preparing for a performance for their friends in the park. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4087) As The Porridge Cooled 
Telly is doing a "Monster on the Spot" report about Baby Bear who tells the story of what really happened to the three bears as 
the porridge cooled. Instead of just walking, they were really active as they ran and jumped through the woods. Suddenly, they find 
that they' re lost in the magic garden of a wizard who put a spell on them and turned them into ducks. Baby Bear, using fun science 
words, tests his hypothesis that the type of animal they turn into depends on the kind of animal sound they make. Through his 
experiment, he finds out that his guess is correct! They all make bear sounds and transform into bears again. The wizard wouldn't 
let them out of the garden until they name three things about vegetables. With the help of the AM Singing Vegetables who sing, 
"We Are the Vegetables," the three bears figure out that vegetables are delicious, are good for you, and are musical! 
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: To learn about experimentation, storytelling, task persistence, overcoming obstacles, physical 
movement, and healthy foods. Guest: Andrea Bocelli - (Italian Tenor) 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE. In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all skate-
off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing! With 
Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match their 
performance to the changing arena? The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very different 
areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (810) Big Horns George/Bleep 
Big Horns George - Koko Taylor and Taj Mahal guest-star in this episode celebrating "The Year of The Blues." George is inspired to 
write and perform his own blues song when he's introduced to the music of Koko Taylor. But stage fright and self-doubt overwhelm 
him .. . until Koko and Taj encourage George to keep singing those blues! Bleep - D.W. overhears a mysterious word and immediately 
embarks on a quest to discover its meaning. This word must be very powerful -- after all, a boy said it and his mom nearly fainted! 
Can D.W. risk the consequences of blurting out <"BLEEP!"> to her parents? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (126) The Kibble Crook/Screaming for Ice Cream 
"The Kibble Crook"--T-Bone can't resist sneaking a bite -- well, okay the whole bowl -- of Cleo's new dog food. When Cleo gets 
upset, T- Bone blames it on another dog and sends our fearless friends on a wild goose chase. T- Bone ultimately learns to take 
responsibility for his own mistakes. "Screaming for Ice Cream"--Charley and Emily Elizabeth find themselves up to their elbows in 
ice cream when Charley takes it upon himself to serve ice cream while his father is at a doctor's appointment. Charley learns that 
there are some responsibilities kids should not attempt to shoulder without the help of an adult. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (225) Just The Two of Us/Cowboy Max 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (114) Good Ol' Tyme (Whitesburg, Kentucky) 
Just because Buster's traveling doesn't mean that he gets out of Mr. Ratburn's assignments. He and Binky must complete a history 
report, but Buster is in rural Kentucky where Los Viajeros are performing, and there isn't a museum or historical statue in sight. 
Luckily, Carlos and Mora introduce him to fiddlers Randy and Rossi, and clogger Catherine, and the report on fiddling, square 
dancing and traditional Old Timey music gets an "A." 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (201) Knowing How 
Caillou learns the value of determination and the benefits of success! Skating Lessons - When Mom drives Sarah to her skating 
lesson, Cailloudecides he wants to take skating lessons too! But the lessons are harder than Caillou expected, and if it weren't for 
the neato Zamboni, Caillou might not have gone back. But the second lesson proves to be a lot of fun, and Caillou gets a ride on the 
Zamboni too! (Additional Lessons: Learning That Sometimes Things Aren't As Hard As You Thought. ) Where I Live - When an 
invitation for Clementine's party accidentally ends up at Sarah's, Caillou learns the differences between the addresses of the two 
homes. Daddy helps by making up a rhyme. Caillou learns his address, and is able to recite it back to Clementine. (Additional 
Lessons: Learning About The Physical Relationship Of WhereYou Live As It Relates To The Outside World.) Just Like Me - When 
Clementine tells Caillou how much she likes her older brother, Billy, to teach her things, Caillou sets out to teach something to 
Rosie. But this proves harder than Caillou thought, until Mom  suggests he try the A-B-C song! (Additional Lessons: Learning To 
Help Others.) Just In Time - When Caillou's dawdling causes he, Mom and Rosie to be late going to the park, they end up missing 
Leo. So Dad suggests they make a game out of not dawdling, by using an egg timer for Caillou to race against when he gets ready 



for bed. This time, Caillou isn't distracted, and now has time to have three stories read to him! (Additional Lessons: Learning About 
Being On Time And How It Affect Others.) 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (124) The Summer Job/The Big Red Kite 
THE SUMMER JOB: Brother and Sister are given the opportunity to learn about farming when they spend their summer working 
with Farmer Ben. They experience the joys and sorrows of working in a field so intrinsically linked to the whims of Mother Nature. 
As the summer ends the cubs harvest their own crop of sweet corn and gain a new appreciation for the effort that goes into 
farming. THE BIG RED KITE: When a store window full of colourful novelty kites gets the cubs excited about entering a kite-flying 
contest, Brother and Sister are surprised when Papa suggests they build their own kite instead of buying one. Together Papa and 
the cubs build a big old style kite, which turns out to be too big to fly without an equally big wind. Regardless, instead of buying a 
store bought kite for the contest like all the other cubs, Brother and Sister decide to take their chances on "Big Red". To them, 
it's no longer about winning or losing; it's about taking pride in something they' ve made. They just want to see Big Red fly. As luck 
would have it, the wind picks up and, as all the store bought kites crash to the ground, Big Red flies so high, all the contestants join 
in and have a great time flying it. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1645) Mister Rogers Talks About Art 
Mister Rogers shows a picture of a blue tree. In art, you can make things any way you want. He shows slides of some famous 
masterpieces and talks about visiting art museums. In the Neighborhood of Make- Believe, everyone is concerned about the clay 
mess that Lady Elaine has made. King Friday decides there should be a portrait done of everyone in the Neighborhood. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (720)  
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (115) Buster's Road Rules (Tucson, Arizona) 
Buster joins Carlos and Mora on a road trip through the Sonora Desert. En route, they load up on snacks at a Latin American 
grocery store, meet Ariana who plays in a local Mariachi band, and cope with flat tires and car break downs with help from expert 
desert dwellers. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (806) Postcards from Buster, Parts I & II 
Postcards from Buster, Part I - Buster's going to New York City to meet his dad Bo, and the Reads are coming with him! He's 
thrilled ... but won't his mom cry day and night, missing him? Luckily, Bitzi gives Buster a special present at the airport that will let 
him share his exciting trip with her -- a video camera! Postcards from Buster, Part II - In this special episode combining live-action 
and animation, the gang goes on a whirlwind tour of New York. As D.W. enjoys Central Park, a Broadway show, and daydreams of 
living in the glamorous Metropole Hotel, Bo leads Arthur and Buster on a journey through the neighborhoods of Chinatown, El 
Barrio, and .. . wait, they're lost! Will they find their way? Will Buster ever get to take a bite out of the Big Apple? One thing's for 
sure -- he'll capture the adventure on his new video camera! 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (113) The Bully and the Bunny 
A hulking new kid named Jimmy McCorkle moves in across the street and - at least it seems to Miguel and his friends - begins to 
bully everyone around. He kicks Miguel's soccer ball over the building, rips apart Maya's favorite video game, and commands Theo 
to remember his name...or else. Maya, however, is not so sure; she thinks maybe Jimmy's not so bad. When Jimmy buys Maya and 
Miguel's favorite bunny rabbit from the pet store, Maya decides they have to find out once and for all whether Jimmy really is a 
bully, or just misunderstood. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (207) The Eye of Rom 
With special guest star Bebe Neuwirth. Hacker steals the powerful Eye of Rom from Binky the Cat's pyramid, placing the Ancient 
Egypt cybersite in jeopardy. The kids and Digit set out to retrieve the Eye from Hacker, but the journey is packed with a maze of 
exciting, action-filled gambits that force them to first do and undo a series of complicated steps. The Big Idea: Find the inverse of 
an action and you can undo it, putting things back the way they were. Math Topic: Inverse Operations; NCTM Link: Number & 
Operations. 



SUNDAY, JUNE 26  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (820) At Home in the Park 
Barney helps the children learn about animal homes by discovering animals that make their homes in the park. 
 
7:00 AM GEORGE SHRINKS (105) Becky In Wonderland 
It's a rainy day at the Shrinks' house and George and Becky are longing for a great adventure. Dad tells them they can have one 
right at home and hands them a large picture book of "Alice in Wonderland." George and Becky get into the book - literally. They 
fall into a rabbit hole of their own and set off on a wild adventure very similar to the one Alice encountered herself. 
 
7:30 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (112) Sing-A-Song Norville/ Tell Me A Tale 
Sing-A-Song Norville - After encouraging Norville to practice his singing, it's up to Clifford to find a way to tell his friend his 
constant singing is inconsiderate. Tell Me A Tale - A snowstorm keeps Shun, Emily Elizabeth and Nina fromgoing outside to play. 
Shun thinks of a fun way to relieve their boredom. 
 
8:00 AM THOMAS & FRIENDS (110) Difficulties 
Fish - Thomas has to move lots of trucks of smelly fish. When he takes too many trucks at once, it just makes matters worse. By 
slowing down, Thomas finds things aren't as bad as they seem. The Old Iron Bridge - Skarloey is given a fright by an old bridge and 
is too frightened to cross it again. Rheneas tries to do Skarloey's work for him. But when Rheneas breaks down, Skarloey 
overcomes his fear and crosses the bridge to rescue his friend. Emily's Adventure - When Emily is given an urgent job to do, she 
needsthe help of others but isn't as kind to them as she could be. She finds that being rude to others makes them less inclined to 
cooperate. 
 
8:30 AM BOB THE BUILDER (106) Creativity 
It's time for arts and crafts as Bob and the team get creative. Lofty learns that size is no barrier to artistic expression in Lofty 
the Artist. Inspiration for Molly's Fashion Show comes from a very unusual place. And for Bob the Photographer, entering a simple 
photography competition isn't as easy as it seems. 
 
9:00 AM ARTHUR (810) Big Horns George/Bleep 
Big Horns George - Koko Taylor and Taj Mahal guest-star in this episode celebrating "The Year of The Blues." George is inspired to 
write and perform his own blues song when he's introduced to the music of Koko Taylor. But stage fright and self-doubt overwhelm 
him .. . until Koko and Taj encourage George to keep singing those blues! Bleep - D.W. overhears a mysterious word and immediately 
embarks on a quest to discover its meaning. This word must be very powerful -- after all, a boy said it and his mom nearly fainted! 
Can D.W. risk the consequences of blurting out <"BLEEP!"> to her parents? 
 
9:30 AM MAYA & MIGUEL (117) Chrissy's Big Move 
Maya's friend Chrissy discovers that her father has been transferred and is moving the whole family to Hong Kong. Chrissy is so 
distraught that she doesn't want to go. Eager to help her friend adjust to a very different culture, Maya enlists Miguel and the 
gang to " introduce" Chrissy to Hong Kong. They stage an imaginative (and homemade) "voyage" to show her a variety of interesting 
places: a restaurant that serves dim sum, a pink dolphin-watching cruise, and the dragon boat races. By the end, Chrissy is so 
enchanted that she can't wait to move to Hong Kong. Unfortunately, the transfer falls through...and Chrissy doesn't move. But at 
least "las tres amigas" get to stay together! 
 
10:00 AM CYBERCHASE (125) A Battle of Equals 
Hacker pollutes cyberspace with dangerous cyberstatic by tampering with four satellites designed to keep everything free from 
cyber- static cling. But is his plan only to trash cyberspace - or does he have something even more devious up his cloak? The kids 
learn the answer as they use balance scales and equations to restore the satellites and save Motherboard. The Big Idea: You can 
use an equation - a statement that two different expressions are equal to each other - to find unknown values that make the 
equation true. Math Topic: Balancing Equations NCTM Links: Algebra,  Representation, Connections. 
 
10:30 AM JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEY WINKS (102) The Salmon of Knowledge 
Piggley has a big test coming up in school and hates the thought of giving up an entire weekend to study. He decides instead to 
catch the legendary "Salmon of Knowledge," an all-knowing fish that can help him ace the exam. While Piggley puts his faith in a 
questionably magical fish, Ferny and Dannan study. Ferny and Dannan are the ones who ace the test-but Piggley learns an important 
lesson. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones and a dance student talk about thefact that there's no quick way to achieve success, you 
have to put in some good, old-fashioned hard work. 
 
11:00 AM SAGWA, THE CHINESE SIAMESE CAT (130) Up, Up and Away/Spreading Rumors 



Up, Up and Away - Sir Richard is back for another adventure and this time he's brought his hot air balloon. Too bad he doesn't 
know how to pilot it. When Sheegwa is playing around in the balloon it comes unanchored. Sagwa jumps in to try to help Sheegwa out 
and Sir Richard grabs on to try and re- anchor the balloon. But he's too late. He and the two kittens take an unexpected flight over 
the mountains. It gives Sir Richard a chance to look for ancient fossils. Sagwa keeps her cool and soothes her anxious little sister. 
She also uses her wits to save the day after a puncture disables the balloon. Meanwhile, Fu-Fu and Dongwa trail after them in an 
adventurous pursuit. Spreading Rumors - The Qi Qiao Jie Festival of love and emotion has everybody excited. Sagwa finds out that 
Dongwa has been ignoring her to play more with Hun-Hun. Without thinking, she starts a little rumor that travels from cat to cat, 
changing into an awfully big rumor by the end. Meanwhile Cook has been preparing for he festival in all sorts of strange ways. The 
Magistrate, Tai-Tai and reader are convinced that Cook is in love. Dongwa is confronting Hun-Hun for her awful behavior when 
Sagwa comes clean, saying she made the rumor up out of jealousy. Dongwa and Sagwa promise to stop the rumor in its tracks and 
also to spend some more time together. At the festival, everybody sees that Cook does not have a mysterious girlfriend, rather all 
of his preparations were for a paper mache dragon for the village children. 



MONDAY, JUNE 27  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (820) At Home in the Park 
Barney helps the children learn about animal homes by discovering animals that make their homes in the park. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4037) Super Grover's Cape 
Super Grover's cape is worn out and he will not be able to get a new one until Thursday! He desperately needs his cape Many people 
need his help and without his cape, Super Grover cannot reach them! Super Grover's friends decide to help. They begin thinking of 
other ways to solve the problem. Big Bird gets a bed sheet but this is way too big! Zoe brings her washcloth but this is far too 
small. A towel is the right size but it does not carry Super Grover into the sky. They all think about what could carry Super Grover 
into the sky and make suggestions such as a bird, but there are no birds that could fly and carry Super Grover. They suggest a 
helicopter but the closest thing at Hooper's Store is a beanie hat with a propeller on top. This doesn't work either. Finally, Super 
Grover's new cape is delivered and as he takes off, he thanks his friends for all of their help. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (207) The Eye of Rom 
With special guest star Bebe Neuwirth. Hacker steals the powerful Eye of Rom from Binky the Cat's pyramid, placing the Ancient 
Egypt cybersite in jeopardy. The kids and Digit set out to retrieve the Eye from Hacker, but the journey is packed with a maze of 
exciting, action-filled gambits that force them to first do and undo a series of complicated steps. The Big Idea: Find the inverse of 
an action and you can undo it, putting things back the way they were. Math Topic: Inverse Operations; NCTM Link: Number & 
Operations. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (809) Flea to Be You and Me/Kiss and Tell 
Flea to Be You and Me - Pal is itching like crazy and the culprit is Pepe, an Italian circus flea. To save himself from being 
"squeeshed," Pepe enthralls Kate, Pal, and Amigo with the story of his heartbreaking separation from brother Sale -- followed by an 
incredible journey across four continents! Kiss and Tell - Emily returns from her summer in Paris with the amazing news that she's 
been kissed .... by a boy! Just like in a fairy tale! Now D.W. wants a kiss so that she can be a princess, too. But where can she find 
her Prince Charming? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (127) New Dog In Town/Get Well 
"New Dog in Town"--In a heartwarming flashback story, we learn how Clifford's enormous size frightened T-Bone when they first 
met. T- Bone learns that "you can't judge a book by its cover" -- friends come in all shapes and sizes. "Get Well"--Emily Elizabeth 
comes down with a bad cold, and Clifford and friends want to help her feel better. Using their imaginations and the resources 
around them, they create a card, collect flowers and fashion a small gift. When they present their offerings to Emily Elizabeth, it 
is obvious they have succeeded in making her feel cared for and loved. The dogs discover it's the thought behind a gift that 
matters most. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (101) To Fly with Dragons/The Forest of Darkness 
Max and Emmy aren't sure how they feel about their new home until they discover the playroom with dragon wallpaper - and a 
secret drawer! Inside is a shiny dragon scale, and a poem whose words transport them magically to Dragon Land. Young dragons Ord 
and Cassie have never met children and are amazed that they can't fly. Max is a little nervous at first, but soon he and Emmy fly on 
Ord's and Cassie's backs to see this wondrous new place, meet the two-headed dragon Zak and Wheezie, and learn from Quetzal, 
the teacher in the School in the Sky, how to return home and visit again. In "Forest of Darkness," Quetzal opens his Big Storybook 
and gives Ord a very special assignment -- to locate the Star Tree in the Forest of Darkness and bring back one of its Star Seeds. 
There's only one problem: Ord is afraid of the dark! With a little help from his friends, Ord learns some creative new ways to cope 
with his fear. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (115) Buster's Road Rules (Tucson, Arizona) 
Buster joins Carlos and Mora on a road trip through the Sonora Desert. En route, they load up on snacks at a Latin American 
grocery store, meet Ariana who plays in a local Mariachi band, and cope with flat tires and car break downs with help from expert 
desert dwellers. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (202) Changing Plans 
In this theme we explore how Caillou copes with change. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (125) Go to the Doctor/Don't Pollute (Anymore) 
GO TO THE DOCTOR: The cubs' younger cousin, Honey is apprehensive about going to the doctor's office for a checkup. Sister 
dispels Honey's fear of the unknown by setting up a pretend doctor's office and taking Honey through all the procedures of a 
checkup, using the instruments in her toy doctor's bag. DON'T POLLUTE (Anymore):Looking for something to do their 



environmental school project on, Brother and Sister visit Professor Actual Factual at the Bearsonian Institute. Not only do they 
discover that too much trash in Bear Country is a big problem, they also learn about endangered species such as the Bumbleberry 
tree - one of which Papa is intending to cut down to make a very special table. By showing them how to recycle eggshells as plant 
fertilizer, Mama helps the cubs discover that even little cubs like them can help reduce waste. Not only do the cubs spread the 
word to their friends who come up with their own ways to recycle, they help Papa realize he should help the environment by planting 
new trees instead of cutting them down. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1706) Brave and Strong 
Throughout this week of programs, Mister Rogers helps children know that real bravery comes from inside. Seeing a videotape 
about how people make cereal gives Mister Rogers an idea for pretending in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe that it's snowing 
cereal at Daniel's clock. Daniel doesn't feel very brave or strong, but his friends try to help him. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (609) Bored - Nothing to Do! 
BURTON INTRODUCES THE EPISODE BY FLYING A MODEL AIRPLANE. THE FEATURED BOOK IS "BORED--NOTHING TO 
DO" BY PETER SPIER, A STORY ABOUT TWO BROTHERS AND THEIR INVENTIVE (AND FAR-FETCHED) CONSTRUCTION OF 
A WORKING AIRPLANE OUT OF HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. BURTON TAKES VIEWERS ON HIS FIRST FLIGHT LESSON. OTHER 
BOOKS HIGHLIGHTED ARE "THE MAGIC WINGS", "RED BIRD", AND "FLYING". 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (613)  
In today's ZOOMgame, the ZOOMers inch their way to victory in the "Inchworm Relay!" Viewers make a visit to the ocean where 
they find out "WhatZup at the Beach?" "Jim and Judy" answer each other's difficult questions throughout the show, like, "Is my 
blinker working?" Jim's answer: "Yes. No.. Yes. No." Mike's CafeZOOM is a very special recipe-his mom's apple pie. And in 
ZOOMsci, Francesco, Kortney, and Shing Ying find out how to make a dot disappear when they learn about their "Blind Spots." 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (116) Bayou, By Me (Slidell and Larose, Louisiana) 
Inspired by the bayou, Buster sets off to capture the "Swamp Monster" on film. With help from 12 year-old bayou expert Dylan 
and other friends, Buster chases after the mysterious creature while enjoying the perks of bayou life, like crab dinners and 
catfishing with hotdogs! 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (107) Arthur Goes to Camp/Buster Makes The Grade 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. The boys and girls go head to head with pranks when "Arthur Goes To Camp." But when the 
neighboring camp joins in, the kids put their differences aside for the common good. Buster is in danger of failing third grade in 
"Buster Makes the Grade," so his classmates band together to try to get him to take studying seriously. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (112) Prince Tito 
To help Tito overcome his stage fright, Maya convinces him to audition for a community theater performance called "Prince Tito." 
Maya promises Tito that she'll get the female lead and be right with him onstage the whole time. But when the director casts Tito 
in the lead and Maya in a bit part, Tito is bound for stardom - but only if Maya can find a way to keep him from freezing up in front 
of the audience on opening night. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (206) Mother's Day 
Special Holiday Episode!" It's Mother's Day in cyberspace - and Hacker is determined to ruin it for everyone, especially 
Motherboard, by derailing   the train that picks up the rare and colorful Madre Bonitas. This beautiful flower symbolizes Mother's 
Day, and it must be harvested on this one day only. It's a race against time, as the kids and Digit try to repair the breaks in the 
line and save Mother's Day. The Big Idea: Use a decimal point to join tenths with whole numbers and you have a decimal system you 
can use to easily record, compare and combine whole numbers with fractions. Math Topic: Decimals; NCTM Links: Number and 
Operations. 



TUESDAY, JUNE 28  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (911) Coming On Strong 
Barney demonstrates the benefits of exercise and healthy habits. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4088) How Many Balloons to Raise Snuffy? 
Snuffy wants to be a real cloud in the sky. He wonders how he is going to get up there and then realizes that he could use a balloon 
to lift him up. He wishes for a balloon and the Fairy Balloon Person (Richard Kind) comes to grant his wish. Since it's going to take 
more than one balloon to lift him up, the Fairy Balloon Person keeps adding 5 more balloons each time until they reach 40 balloons. 
He starts to fly up to the sky going higher and higher. While Snuffy is happy to be seeing birds and other clouds, he starts to get 
cold and lonely being all by himself. Snuffy wishes to go back down and his wish is granted. He realizes that everyone he loves is 
down on Sesame Street and that he would rather be a snuffleupagus than a cloud any day. Guest: Richard Kind - (Film, Television 
and Broadway Star) 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (206) Mother's Day 
Special Holiday Episode!" It's Mother's Day in cyberspace - and Hacker is determined to ruin it for everyone, especially 
Motherboard, by derailing the train that picks up the rare and colorful Madre Bonitas. This beautiful flower symbolizes Mother's 
Day, and it must be harvested on this one day only. It's a race against time, as the kids and Digit try to repair the breaks in the 
line and save Mother's Day. The Big Idea: Use a decimal point to join tenths with whole numbers and you have a decimal system you 
can use to easily record, compare and combine whole numbers with fractions. Math Topic: Decimals; NCTM Links: Number and 
Operations. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (808) Muffy's Art Attack/Tales from the Crib 
Muffy's Art Attack - Arthur Ganson, real-life kinetic sculptor, guest stars in this episode about art appreciation. When Muffy sees 
Ganson' s machines, she brags that she can make even better ones ... until the artist himself shows her that art is beautiful when 
created out of self-expression, not competition. Tales from the Crib - Vicita is upset at having to trade in her cherished crib for a 
big-girl bed, so D.W. shares her story of that same rite of passage. D.W. was also reluctant to make the transition to a bed without 
bars, but then discovered the joys -- and responsibilities -- of her new-found freedom. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (128) Babysitter Blues/Saturday Morning 
"Babysitter Blues"--Mr. Bleakman is ready for a quiet relaxing weekend of oil painting, when he is asked to baby-sit Clifford for the 
day. Mr. Bleakman struggles to find a way to keep Clifford out of his way, but soon   detects that the big red dog has much to teach 
him about being spontaneous and having fun! "Saturday Morning"--When T-Bone's "special Saturday time" with SheriffLewis 
doesn't turn out the way he expected one week, he goes on a quest to see how others spend their Saturdays. He finds there are 
many different ways to spend time with the people you love. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (102) To Kingdom Come/Goodbye Little Caterpoozle 
Emmy and Max are excited to attend the beach bash in Dragon Land. While the dragons are busy collecting all sorts of interesting 
seashells, Ord uses the rare Wish Shell he's found to transport himself to Kingdom Come, so he won't have to share his wishes or 
anything else with the others. There, Ord is greeted by host Monsieur Marmadune, who says that Marmadune's key is the only way 
out of the Kingdomand, unfortunately, he isn't sharing! In "Goodbye Little Caterpoozle," Everyone loves to play with Cassie's fuzzy 
pet caterpoozle, especially Cassie. When Cassie discovers a transparent cocoon in the cage, they all believe that Poozie has died. To 
help Cassie feel better, the friends share favorite memories of Poozie and offer to help find another pet. None will do, until a 
caterpoozle a lot like Poozie crawls up Cassie's arm, nuzzles her neck and smiles up at her. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (116) Bayou, By Me (Slidell and Larose, Louisiana) 
Inspired by the bayou, Buster sets off to capture the "Swamp Monster" on film. With help from 12 year-old bayou expert Dylan 
and other friends, Buster chases after the mysterious creature while enjoying the perks of bayou life, like crab dinners and 
catfishing with hotdogs! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (203) Sounds and Music 
In this theme we explore things that have to do with music and sounds: Playing music, hearing music played and having fun with 
sounds. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (126) The In Crowd/Fly It 
THE IN CROWD: When a snooty new girl with a snazzy new mountain bike and all the latest fashions moves into town, Sister finds 
herself torn between practising for the upcoming Double-Dutch contest, and trying to fit in with the new girl's In-Crowd. Sister 
finally decides to hang up her beloved skipping rope and starts dressing and acting like the others. However, although her new 



clothes help Sister fit in with the In-Crowd, seeing herself in them makes her realize that she' s trying to be something she's not 
and she decides, once and for all, that she likes her pink jumper, she likes her hair ribbon, she likes her Double-Dutch and most of 
all, she likes herself just the way she is. FLY IT: Brother and Freddy team up to try and create an innovative flying device for their 
fifth grade science project. Their hopes are dashed after a series of unsuccessful test flights and they decide to give up on the 
whole notion of being inventors. After having a talk with veteran inventor, Professor Actual Factual, the two cubs are encouraged 
to keep trying and ultimately they succeed in making a balloon-propelled aircraft that impresses the entire class. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1707) Brave and Strong 
Mister Rogers visits puppet-maker Brad Brewer who helps children know that making puppets and playing with them can help them 
deal with their fears. Brad uses a knitted scarf to pretend that it makes the puppet feel brave and strong. There's also a 
videotape showing how people make knitted socks. In Make-Believe, the King is sure he can make the snow stop with a command. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (110) Lionel's Antlers 
Just like the girl in the book Imogene's Antlers, Lionel wakes up with antlers on his head. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (614)  
The ZOOMers really "hop to it" in the relay race "2 Forward, 1 Back." Viewers then learn a neat way to enlarge a photo in the 
ZOOMdo "Group Picture Project." In the ZOOMout segment, Cara's talks about her interest in interior design as she redecorates 
her room. The ZOOMers then send out some secret codes using electricity in ZOOMsci. And finally in ZOOMplayhouse, the Tooth 
Fairy gets more than he bargained for when he meets the business-savvy Maya! 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (117) Best Friends (Winchester, Kentucky) 
Buster is absolutely positive that the latest Bionic Bunny comic book is his. But when Arthur insists it's his, the two best friends 
end up in a terrible argument. Luckily, during a stopover in Winchester, Buster meets two best friends, both named Katie, who 
remind Buster that friendship isn't just about the things you own, but how you care for each other and what you do together. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (906) Arthur Makes Waves/It Came from Beyond 
Arthur Makes Waves - With the community pool closed for repairs and the temperature on the rise, Arthur and D.W. need a place 
to keep cool. After accepting an invitation to James's pool, they discover that his older sister is Molly, leader of the Tough 
Customers! Can Arthur and Molly get along-and if they can, will their friends let them? It Came From Beyond - Grandma Thora 
takes in a stray, an adorable little dog named. Killer? It soon becomes clear that the name fits, as Killer bullies every person and 
animal in sight. Can Killer let her guard down long enough to make a few friends, or will she have to give up her new home? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (111) Tito's Mexican Vacation 
Maya notices something's wrong with Tito. He's not interested in playing soccer or eating ice cream. Is he sick? It turns out he's 
homesick. It all starts when Tito gets a postcard from his cousins in Mexico. Tito misses them and misses his former home. Maya, 
eager to help her cousin feel better, decides that if they can't take Tito back to Mexico, they'll bring Mexico to Tito! Maya ropes 
the rest of the gang into helping her with the research and acquisition of Mexican objects, foods, and information. Events escalate 
with typically Maya-esque results, and pretty soon the Community Center is packed with all things Mexican. Unfortunately, one 
thing leads to another, and the entire display is destroyed... right before Tito gets to the Center. Maya is mortified, but Tito is 
happy. Seeing how much everyone cared about him helped to lift his homesickness. After all, he is home with Maya, too. Just then 
the big surprise appears: Tito's cousins, brought from Mexico! 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (211) The Wedding Scammer 
Believing that the Wicked Witch is really the long lost daughter of a powerful king, Hacker agrees to marry her, convinced that 
their union will double his power and Motherboard will never be able to defeat him. What Hacker doesn't know is that Wicked has 
secretly hidden away the REAL long- lost daughter of the king and stolen her identity. The kids must think their way through an 
intricate series of puzzles to free the real daughter. Will they succeed and get back to the wedding before Hacker and Wicked say 
"I do"? Math Topic: Making Hard Problems Easier; NCTM Links: Problem Solving. *With special guest star Al Roker* 



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (912) Let's Play Games! 
BJ leads the group in a day of fun and games with a variety of different balls and activities. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (403) Big Bird Writes A Story 
Big Bird has written a story and everyone is excited to hear him read it out loud. Big Bird begins to read the story to all of his 
friends on Sesame Street and as he reads we see his friends acting out the story. As Big Bird nears the end of the story everyone 
waits with obvious anticipation. Then, Big Bird has no ending! He can't figure out how to end the story. The problem is solved, 
however, when everyone comes up with their own possibilities for story endings. Everyone has a chance to tell their own ending and 
finally Big Bird comes up with his very own ending that combines everyone's great ideas. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (211) The Wedding Scammer 
Believing that the Wicked Witch is really the long lost daughter of a powerful king, Hacker agrees to marry her, convinced that 
their union will double his power and Motherboard will never be able to defeat him. What Hacker doesn't know is that Wicked has 
secretly hidden away the REAL long- lost daughter of the king and stolen her identity. The kids must think their way through an 
intricate series of puzzles to free the real daughter. Will they succeed and get back to the wedding before Hacker and Wicked say 
"I do"? Math Topic: Making Hard Problems Easier; NCTM Links: Problem Solving. *With special guest star Al Roker* 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (807) Desk Wars/Desperately Seeking Stanley 
Desk Wars - It's the hottest school day of the year, and tempers are even hotter. To keep the peace, Mr. Ratburn moves Brain and 
Arthur away from their usual desks ... and sets off a chain reaction resulting in the most explosive desk war in third grade history! 
Desperately Seeking Stanley - On his third birthday, Arthur's favoritepresent was Stanley, his teddy bear. Stanley protected 
Arthur when he was afraid of the dark ... and even when his new baby sister D.W. arrived. But Arthur is 8-years old now -- he 
doesn't need his furry friend anymore ... right? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (113) Hoop Dreams/Doggie Duds 
Hoop Dreams - When Evan joins the school basketball team he is discouraged by the fact that he's much smaller than his 
teammates. Can Clifford help Evan learn to use his small size to his advantage? Doggie Duds - When Jorge neglects to take off a 
new sweater that Nina knit him, he accidentally rips it while playing with Clifford. Jorge must decide if he will tell Nina the truth. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (103) Knot A Problem/Ord's Unhappy Birthday 
Max and Emmy arrive in Dragon Land to find that it's Merry-Go-Round Day, but one of the carousel ponies has wandered off. If 
the kids can't help the dragons find her soon, they won't be able to ride. Armed with rope, they set off to find the missing pony 
after Quetzal teaches Max a short rhyme to help him remember how to tie a knot. In "Ord's Unhappy Birthday," it's Ord's 
birthday, but he can't understand why no one will play with him. What he doesn't know is that his friends are avoiding him because 
they are setting up a big surprise party. Confused and sad because he can't find a way to get his friends to play, Ord consults 
Quetzal, who says he knows just the thing to make him feel better. He leads Ord back to the treehouse and encourages him to 
share his feelings with the others. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (117) Best Friends (Winchester, Kentucky) 
Buster is absolutely positive that the latest Bionic Bunny comic book is his. But when Arthur insists it's his, the two best friends 
end up in a terrible argument. Luckily, during a stopover in Winchester, Buster meets two best friends, both named Katie, who 
remind Buster that friendship isn't just about the things you own, but how you care for each other and what you do together. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (122) After Dark 
Things get a little scary today. Caillou and his new neighbors, Jason and Jeffery, are playing hide and go seek in the backyard, until 
dusk brings out the shadows. A flashlight and Mommy help chase the shadows away. That evening, Caillou can't fall asleep when he 
hears scary " scratchy monster" noises and thinks there's a monster in his room. Daddy shows him that a tree branch brushing 
against the window is making the noises and the only monster in Caillou's room is Gilbert. Later, a bad dream about a scary monster 
leads to a restless night for Caillou. Mommy and Daddy help him learn to fall asleep safely in his own bed. Meanwhile, in a burst of 
imagination, Rexy makes up a scary "Spookindoodle" character. It takes Teddy and Gilbert to help Rexy realize the "Spookindoodle" 
only exists in his mind. And, finally, when Caillou sleeps over at Leo's house for the first time, he has fun till it's time to go to 
sleep. A phone call to Mommy reminds Caillou that Teddy was looking forward to spending the night. Together they rest easily. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (128) Family Get Together/The Stinky Milk Mystery 
FAMILY GET TOGETHER: The Bears are hosting a family reunion, but the cubs doubt they'll enjoy spending time with relatives 
they've never met. The cubs' first impression of two cousins only confirms their opinion; Sylvester and Penelope are just too 



different to consider getting acquaintance with. However, as the day unfolds, Brother and Sister get to know them better and 
discover they've not only met new cousins, they've made new friends too. THE STINKY MILK MYSTERY: When Bother and Sister 
accidentally allow Farmer Ben's cows to get loose from their pen, his farm dog helps herd them back and the cubs decide not to tell 
Farmer Ben, afraid he won't invite them back for another visit. However when the cows' milk mysteriously turns sour, the cubs 
fear that something must have happened when the cows were loose and that they're responsible. Now they're doubly afraid to tell 
the truth. Twigging that something is up, Papa casually tells the cubs a story about how he once made things a lot worse when he 
didn't fess up to something he did. That's enough to help the cubs make the right decision and they race off back to Farmer Ben's 
and tell him what happened. Farmer Ben is pleased they told the truth and that they've learned their lesson and the cubs are 
relieved to find that the cows are fine. Their milk only went sour because they must have eaten onion weed when they were out of 
the pen. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1708) Brave and Strong 
Many children have soft, cuddly "blankies" to help them feel brave. The McFeely's have lambs in their yard, and after visiting them, 
Mister Rogers sees a video showing how people shear sheep for their soft wool. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, nothing will 
stop the cereal except Daniel returning to his clock. But he's afraid and turns to his friends to help   him feel brave and strong. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (705) Sunken Treasure 
With treasure map in hand, Levar Burton introduces this episode of READING RAINBOW with his own search for sunken treasure. 
Four books are discussed, including "Sunken Treasure", read by Robert Morse. Along with the books, also shown is an interview with 
the scientist who located the sunken Titanic with the help of robotics, and actual footage of the discovery of a 300 year old 
Spanish ship. The search for sunken treasure is presented as a opportunity to learn more about science, history, and the work that 
people do. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (615)  
The ZOOMers need to deliver their pizzas fast in the "Pizza Box Relay. Viewers then learn how to make a Korean hacky sack called 
"Jaegi." In ZOOMout, Maya goes into her kitchen to give a "taste" of her authentic homemade cooking. Delicioso! Back in the 
studio, Mike and Kortney measure their pulse rates with clay and straws. And finally in ZOOMplayhouse, the chicken goes into the 
library and takes out a "book, book, book," but the frog has already "read-it, read-it!" 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (118) Winter Gold (Park City, Utah) 
At the Utah Olympic Park, home of the 2002 Winter Olympics, Buster finds out what it really takes to be an Olympic athlete. He 
meets Squirt, a talented and dedicated ski jumper who introduces Buster to the world of speed skaters, luge racers, and ski 
jumpers. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (701) Cast Away/The Great Sock Mystery 
Cast Away - Arthur is thrilled when Dad invites him to go fly fishing for the weekend. Finally - an escape from D.W.! But when a 
change in plans forces them to include her, Arthur's had enough. Does D.W. always have to get her own way? The Great Sock 
Mystery - Ever wonder where all those missing socks go? One minute they're in the laundry basket, and the next - poof! - they've 
vanished! Find out once and for all when Baby Kate and Pal - and some of their furry friends - team up to solve the great sock 
mystery. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (110) Politics Unusual 
Maggie wants to star in the upcoming School Assembly Day show. Her teacher, Mrs. Langley, recognizes her talent and assigns her 
the starring role, which she must share with non-dancer Miguel. Horrified, Miguel wants to have nothing to do with this show, but 
Mrs. Langley won't let him out of the deal. The only person who could do that is the Class President. Maya has a bright idea: Maggie 
will run for Class President. She's popular, and nobody else is running! Then she can change the show to suit both her and Miguel. 
Unfortunately, someone else decides to run, an unassuming kid named Simon. Maya and Maggie try to out-glitz Simon, by sponsoring 
makeovers and re- decorating the cafeteria, with comically disastrous results. Simon, meanwhile, takes the time to listen to the 
concerns of the other students. In the end, Maggie comes to realize that Simon cares about what the other students want, while 
she was only running for selfish reasons... and so she announces at the presidential debate that she is supporting Simon. Simon wins 
by a landslide... and his first act as President is to appoint Maggie to be director of School Assembly Day, to change the show 
however she wants. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (110) The Secrets of Symmetria 
In his passion for symmetry, Dr. Marbles has created Symmetria, a harmonious cyberplace where everything is made symmetrical 
by a symmetrizer. Hacker steals the machine and reprograms it so that he can undo symmetry. The kids must master the 
properties of symmetry before Hacker destroys beauty, balance and harmony throughout all of cyberspace! The Big Idea: 



Symmetries are patterns you can find hidden within many objects that create balance, order, and a pleasing regularity in the world 
around us. 



THURSDAY, JUNE 30  
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (913) You Can Count On Me 
Barney helps the children discover how much fun numbers can be by going on a number hunt. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4089) American Fruit Stand 
Alan is busy receiving a big delivery at Hooper's Store so Miles helps him out by watching the fruit stand. Elmo and Zoe walk by 
talking about cookies and ice cream. All of sudden, Sesame Street is transformed into a 50's musical show "American Fruit Stand." 
Miles sings "I Love Fruit" (to the tune of "I Feel Good"), a song about how good fruit tastes and how good it is for the body. Elmo 
and Zoe get so excited about fruit that they now want an apple and an orange! Gina comes to the fruit stand and asks Miles for 
some peaches and pears. Sesame Street is transformed once again and Miles sings, "Peaches and Pears" (to the tune of "Twist and 
Shout"). Maria needs some broccoli. It happens to be her lucky day because broccoli is a special guest star on "American Fruit 
Stand" and Miles sings "Broccoli is Good" (to the tune of "Johnny B. Goode"). All of the fansand groupies become so excited about 
fruits and vegetables. Alan'sbusiness has never been so good. Guest: Alison Krauss and Union Station (Bluegrass/Roots Music) She 
haswon the most Grammy awards for a female artist in the history of the awards. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (110) The Secrets of Symmetria 
In his passion for symmetry, Dr. Marbles has created Symmetria, a harmonious cyberplace where everything is made symmetrical 
by a symmetrizer. Hacker steals the machine and reprograms it so that he can undo symmetry. The kids must master the 
properties of symmetry before Hacker destroys beauty, balance and harmony throughout all of cyberspace! The Big Idea: 
Symmetries are patterns you can find hidden within many objects that create balance, order, and a pleasing regularity in the world 
around us. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (806) Postcards from Buster, Parts I & II 
Postcards from Buster, Part I - Buster's going to New York City to meet his dad Bo, and the Reads are coming with him! He's 
thrilled ... but won't his mom cry day and night, missing him? Luckily, Bitzi gives Buster a special present at the airport that will let 
him share his exciting trip with her -- a video camera! Postcards from Buster, Part II - In this special episode combining live-action 
and animation, the gang goes on a whirlwind tour of New York. As D.W. enjoys Central Park, a Broadway show, and daydreams of 
living in the glamorous Metropole Hotel, Bo leads Arthur and Buster on a journey through the neighborhoods of Chinatown, El 
Barrio, and .. . wait, they're lost! Will they find their way? Will Buster ever get to take a bite out of the Big Apple? One thing's for 
sure -- he'll capture the adventure on his new video camera! 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (129) Best Paw Forward/Then Came Bob 
"Best Paw Forward"--When cement is poured at the new Birdwell Island recreation center, the kids and dogs are invited to leave 
their handprints. But Clifford's paw print is just too big to stay! Seeing Clifford's disappointment, his friends work together to 
find a way to include Clifford -- and everyone's delighted when Clifford's paw print becomes the new wading pool for the children. 
"Then Came Bob"--Vaz baby-sits for Bob -- a cute, but not very well- behaved little dog that Dr. Dihn recently acquired from the 
dog pound. This little mischief-maker is very good at getting into trouble -- and placing the blame on Clifford! Emily Elizabeth never 
doubts her big dog for a minute, and the truth about Bob finally comes out. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (104) Tails You Lose/Calling Dr. Zak 
After losing a soccer game at home, Emmy vows never to play again. She doesn't like losing. When she and Max go to Dragon Land, 
they find their dragon friends playing "Freeze Dance." Emmy is confident that she'll win but when she's the first to unfreeze, Zak 
shouts "yerrout!" Despite her protests, everyone insists on sticking to the rules; so she storms home, leaving Max behind. In 
"Calling Dr. Zak," Zak and Wheezie practice dancing around for the Two-Headed Dragon Contest. When Zak loses his balance and 
steps on a Spineypine, one of the creature's sharp thorns gets embedded in his foot. They all agree -- this is a job for Dr. 
Booboogone! But Zak isn't so sure. To help ease his fears, the others patiently explain what happens at the doctor's office, show 
him the cool stickers they receive there, and engage in a fun game of "pretend" doctor. 
 
10:00 AM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (118) Winter Gold (Park City, Utah) 
At the Utah Olympic Park, home of the 2002 Winter Olympics, Buster finds out what it really takes to be an Olympic athlete. He 
meets Squirt, a talented and dedicated ski jumper who introduces Buster to the world of speed skaters, luge racers, and ski 
jumpers. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (204) I'm Learning 
In this episode we explore first time experiences. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (129) New Neighbors/The Big Election 



NEW NEIGHBORS: When the family next door moves away, Papa, Mama and the cubs all hope their new neighbors will be just like 
their old ones. But when the new neighbors turn out to be nothing at all like the old ones, the Bear Family has trouble adjusting and 
can't seem to warm up to them. But, by focusing on who their new neighbors are instead of who they aren't, the Bear Family learns 
to appreciate their differences and realizes the new neighbors are just as great as the old ones - in their own way. THE BIG 
ELECTION: When Papa's complaints to City Hall about all the potholes around town seem to be falling on deaf ears, he decides to 
take matters into his own hands and run for Mayor. While trying to take care of everyone's concerns, Papa ends up promising 
everything to everyone and soon discovers that Mayor Honeypot's job is no easy task. In the end, Papa decides he can fulfill his 
civic responsibility much better by being part of the solution instead of part of the problem, so he helps lighten the Mayor's load 
by organizing a group of volunteers to repair the potholes themselves. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1709) Brave and Strong 
Getting an immunization at the doctor's office can be one of the times when a child feels scared and not very brave or strong. 
Mister Rogers talks about children's feelings about immunization and gets one himself at the doctor's. Playing with a doctor kit and 
a doll can also help children manage such difficult times. In Make-Believe, Daniel's friends help him find courage to go back to his 
clock stopping the cereal snow. 
 
2:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (111) To The Ship! to the Ship! 
Lionel and Walter Pigeon think all pirates were men, so they won't let Leona and Clay Pigeon join their pirate game. 
 
3:00 PM ZOOM (616)  
The ZOOMers use their special sleuth and staring skills in the "Stare Detective" game. In CafeZOOM, Cara and Kyle are the 
architects and builders of a "Gingerbread House." In the first of a five-part science series, the ZOOMers enter the FIRST LEGOr 
League Competition. They will compete against over 40 other teams of kids and work together to construct their own robot! And 
finally in ZOOMplayhouse, the "Ubbi Dubbi Opera" singers make their debut and their farewell performance. 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (119) Star Search (Charleston, South Carolina) 
When Buster meets Justin, a talented 10 year-old actor, musician, and athlete, he decides to produce a documentary for Before 
They Were Stars. With his camera in tow, Buster meets Justin's extended family and explores Charleston and St. Helena Island, 
where Justin's family traces back its Gullah ancestry. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (103) D.W. All Wet/Buster's Dino Dilemma 
This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., 
and their family and friends. In "D.W. All Wet" Arthur's younger sister develops a fear of octopuses after a visit to the aquarium, 
which haunts her at their trip to the beach. Arthur and Buster go on a fossil-hunting field trip at school in "Buster's Dino Dilema," 
and are faced with a decision about telling the truth. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (109) La Calavera 
When Maya wants to add some oomph to her presentation about Mexico for school, she consults her Abuela Elena, who allows her to 
borrow a prized possession: a calavera, or skull made of sugar, that is used in the yearly Day of the Dead celebration. Maya 
promises to let nothing happen to this special calavera. Her presentation goes well, but Maya loses the calavera! After Theo, 
Maggie, Chrissy and Andy each share their fantastical ideas about how the lost calavera will make Abuela feel, Maya herself feels 
horrible. She promised her abuela that she wouldn't let anything happen to it! Then, as luck would have it, Maya discovers that she 
accidentally switched backpacks with another student, and the calavera is recovered. An excited Maya can't contain herself, and 
while jumping up and down, breaks the calavera! Maya is determined not to let her abuela down, and goes to great lengths to have 
the calavera re-made. Unfortunately, this, too, is a disaster. When Abuela is finally told the truth, Maya is surprised - Abuela is 
happy! Not about the calavera, but about Maya's good grade on her presentation. And though Abuela misses the calavera, she 
thinks that rebuilding it together would make her even happier. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (303) A World Without Zero 
Why does glamorous Gollywood go ga-ga when a nobody like Mister Z skips town? It's a fiendish Hacker scheme, of course. Because 
of a poison pen campaign devised by Hacker, Mister Z feels worthless and unwanted. He decides to leave Gollywood, taking his 
zeroes with him. The sudden disappearance of the number zero causes confusion and chaos, exactly as Hacker planned. As Hacker 
becomes the biggest star in Gollywood, the kids and Digit must show Mister Z he does indeed have a value by demonstrating the 
importance of the number zero. 
 
 


